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It is strictly forbidden to copy or reproduce this instruction manual
without written permission to do so by -*'& IPNF JOUFHSBUJPO
and
will besubject to verification. Translation into other languages of all or
part of the manual is strictly forbidden without previous written
authorisation from -*'& IPNF JOUFHSBUJPO
and will be subject to
verification All rights on this document are reserved.
-*'&IPNFJOUFHSBUJPO will not accept responsibility for damage or
malfunctions caused by incorrect installation or improper use of
products and Users are therefore recommended to read this manual
carefully.
-*'&IPNFJOUFHSBUJPO will not accept responsibility for damage or
malfunctions caused by the use of the operator together with the
devices of other manufacturers; such action will render the warranty
void
-*'&IPNFJOUFHSBUJPO will not accept responsibility for damage or
injury caused by non-compliance with the installation, set up,
maintenance and use indications contained in this manual and the
safety instructions described in the SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS AND
WARNINGS chapter.
With the aim of improving its products, -*'& IPNF JOUFHSBUJPO
reserves the right to bring about alterations to them at any time, without
giving prior notice. This document conforms to the state of the
automation at which it is provided when released for sale.
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-*'& IPNF JOUFHSBUJPO
is the manufacturer of the ACER operator
(and will hereinafter be referred to as manufacturer) and the owner of
all rights concerning this document. The Manufacturer’s information
required by Machinery Directive 98/37/EC is given below:

t

Manufacturer: -*'&IPNFJOUFHSBUJPO

t

Address:

t

Telephone:



t

Fax:



t

http:

XXXIPNFMJGFJU

t

e-mail:

JOGP!IPNFMJGFJU

7JB4BOESP1FSUJOJ
$0--&6.#&350 57 *UBMJB

The identity plate bearing the information on the Manufacturer of the
operator is fixed to the control unit. The plate specifies the type and
date (month/year) of manufacture of the automation.
For further information on technical or commercial issues and
technician call-out and spares requests, Clients may contact the
Manufacturer or area representative from which the product was
purchased.
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"$&3 PQFSBUPST BSF EFTJHOFE GPS PQFOJOH BOE DMPTJOH
SFTJEFOUJBMUZQF TMJEJOH HBUFT POMZ *NQSPQFS VTF PS VTF PO
HBUFT MBSHFS UIBO UIPTF JOEJDBUFE JO UIF 5&$)/*$"- %"5"
DIBQUFSXJMMCFDPOTJEFSFEOPODPOGPSNUPUIFJOUFOEFEVTF
5IF.BOVGBDUVSFSEFDMJOFTBMMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSJNQSPQFSVTF
5IFPXOFSBDDFQUTGVMMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSJNQSPQFSVTF XIJDI
XJMMSFTVMUJOUIFXBSSBOUZCFJOHSFOEFSFEWPJE
"OZVTBHFEJõFSJOHGSPNUIBUEFTDSJCFEBCPWFJTGPSCJEEFO
5IF PQFSBUPS NBZ OPU CF JOTUBMMFE PS VTFE JO QPUFOUJBMMZ
FYQMPTJWF FOWJSPONFOUT
5IF 'JUUFS NVTU FOTVSF UIBU UIF FOWJSPONFOU JO XIJDI UIF
BVUPNBUJPO JT JOTUBMMFE JT DPOGPSN UP UIF PQFSBUPS T
UFNQFSBUVSFSBOHF TFF5FDIOJDBM%BUBDIBQ 
5IFPQFSBUPSJTOPUTVJUBCMFGPSVTFPOHBUFTXJUICVJMUJOEPPST
VOMFTT UIF BVUPNBUJPO JT QSFWFOUFE GSPN GVODUJPOJOH XIFO
UIFEPPSJTPQFO
Motorised gates must conform to current European standards and
Directives, including EN 12604 and EN 12605.
The operator may only be used when in perfect working order and
in compliance with the intended use, in the awareness of safety
and hazard conditions and in observance with the instructions for
installation and use.
Any dysfunctions that may pose threats to safety must be
eliminated immediately.
The gate must be stable, properly hung and resistant to flexion (it
must not bend during opening and closure movements).
The operator cannot compensate for faulty or incorrectly hung
gates.
The operator may not be used in environments prone to flooding
Do not use the operator in environmental conditions characterised
by harsh atmospheric agents (e.g. Salty air).
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-*'& IPNF JOUFHSBUJPO
reserves the right to vary the operator’s
technical features at any time and without giving prior notice, whilst
maintaining the same intended usage and functions.
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Irreversible electro-mechanical gear motor for up and over doors with optical
encoder and limit switch.

1-

1-

1--

Mains power supply

V

230 Vac 50 Hz

Motor power supply

V

230 V a.c.

Control unit integrated

yes

no

1--

yes

no

Power

W

210

220

Absorption

A

1,2

1,3

Capacitor

µF

10

Thrust

Nm

350

350

Lubrication

Tipo

grease

Thermoprotection

°C

140

Limit Switches

2 electromechanical

Optic encoder

yes

Operating temperature

°C

Degree of protection

IP

Speed
Diuty cicle
Nominal working time

from -20 to +70
40

rpm

1,1

%

30

min

7,5

Motor insulation class
Cortesy light 230V a.c.

1,7

F
W

25
Vertical using the plate provided

Mounting
Dimensions / weight

650 (plate) x 132 x 130 (h) mm / 10 kg

Usage in acid, saline or potentialy explosive atmosphere

no

Max door surface with 1 gear motor

m

2

6

Max door surface with 2 gear motor

m2

9
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Microprocessor control units for 230 Vac motor
with encoder management

RG1A

Mains supply voltage

230 Vac 50 Hz

Motor supply voltage

230 Vac 50 Hz
"%+645.&/54

&953"$5"#-&$0//&$5*0/4

Courtesy light time (sec)

0-100

Motor

yes

Pause time (sec)

0-100

Encoder limit switch opening and closure

yes

no

Opening limit switch

no

Deceleration in closing (% travel)

0-20

Closure limit switch

no

Deceleration in opening (% travel)

0-20

Step by step impulsive - impulsive

yes

Obstacle detection sensitivity

yes

Open

yes

0-100

Close

yes

Partial/pedestrian opening

yes

Force

Partial/pedestrian opening (% travel)
4&55*/(4
Manual operation (dead man)

yes

Stop

yes

Semi-automatic function

yes

Photocell

yes

4-step function (open - stop - close - stop

yes

Photocell 1

yes

2-step function (open - close)

yes

Photocell 2

yes

Block house operating mode

yes

24 Vac (W max) gate open indicator light

Blackout (closed always for blackout)

yes

230 Vac (W max) flashing light

40

Pre-flashing

yes

24 Vac, Electrolock 15 VA

yes

Flashing during pause

yes

230 Vac (W max) Courtesy light

40

Phototest

yes

24 Vac (mA max) Services

200

Photo also in opening (photo1)

yes

Aerial

yes

Close after photo

yes

Extractable radio card

yes

Opening ram blow

yes
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5IFTF HFOFSBM SVMFT NVTU BMXBZT CF SFTQFDUFE EVSJOH UIF
JOTUBMMBUJPO  DPOOFDUJPO  UFTUJOH  USJBM SVO  VTF BOE
NBJOUFOBODFPGUIFBVUPNBUJPO
5IF.BOVGBDUVSFSEFDMJOFTSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSEBNBHFPSJOKVSZ
DBVTFE CZ OPODPOGPSNJUZ XJUI UIF JOGPSNBUJPO TVQQMJFE
DPODFSOJOH JOTUBMMBUJPO  USJBM SVO  VTF BOE NBJOUFOBODF
DPOUBJOFEJOUIJTNBOVBM BOEUIFGBJMVSFUPPCTFSWFUIFTBGFUZ
JOTUSVDUJPOTHJWFOCFMPX
5IFJOTUBMMBUJPO DPOOFDUJPO UFTUJOH USJBMSVOBOENBJOUFOBODF
PGUIFPQFSBUPSNVTUCFQFSGPSNFECZB$0.1&5&/51&340/
BJEFEBOETVQFSWJTFECZB130'&44*0/"-'*55&3
(JWFO UIF UFDIOJDBM  QSPDFEVSBM  SFHVMBUJPO BOE MFHBM
JNQMJDBUJPOT PG UIF XPSL  VOBVUIPSJTFE mUUFST BSF OPU
QFSNJUUFE
*OTUBMMBUJPOSFRVJSFTBQSBDUJDBMBOEUIFPSFUJDBMLOPXMFEHFPG
NFDIBOJDT FMFDUSPOJDTBOEFMFDUSJDT BOEPGTFDUPSMBXTBOE
TUBOEBSET .
"NBUFVSJOTUBMMBUJPOJTTUSJDUMZGPSCJEEFOBTJUEPFTOPUDPNQMZ
XJUI DVSSFOU TUBOEBSET BOE MBXT BOE UIFSFGPSF EPFT OPU
HVBSBOUFFUIFTBGFPQFSBUJPOPGUIFBVUPNBUJPO
%POPUQSPDFFEXJUIJOTUBMMBUJPO DPOOFDUJPOBOEUSJBMSVOJO
UIFFWFOUPGEPVCUTPSJOEFDJTJPOPGBOZLJOE
5IJT NBOVBM NVTU CF SFBE DBSFGVMMZ BOE VOEFSTUPPE CFGPSF
JOTUBMMJOH UIF PQFSBUPS *G EPVCUT BSJTF EVSJOH JOTUBMMBUJPO
DPOUBDUB130'&44*0/"-'*55&3PSUIF."/6'"$563&3
%POPUQFSGPSNBEKVTUNFOUTBOEPSQBSBNFUFSNFNPSJTBUJPO
CFGPSFJOTUBMMBUJPOJTDPNQMFUFBOEPOMZJGZPVIBWFVOEFSTUPPE
UIFQSPDFEVSFTEFTDSJCFEJOUIJTNBOVBM
0OMZNPVOUUIFNPUPSPOHBUFTUIBUBSFQFSGFDUMZBMJHOFE
XJUIUIFTMJEJOHUSBDLTBOEBSFQSPQFSMZIVOH"HBUFUIBUJT
OPUDPSSFDUMZBMJHOFEPSIVOHDBODBVTFTFSJPVTJOKVSZBOEPS
EBNBHFUPUIFNPUPS

The Manufacturer declines all responsibility for damage and faults
to the operator caused by non-observance of the instructions
contained in this manual.
Keep this manual in a safe and easily accessible place so that it
can be consulted rapidly when necessary.
During installation, connection, trial run and usage of the operator,
observe all applicable accident prevention and safety regulations.
In the interests of safety and optimal functioning of the operator,
only use original parts, accessories, devices and fastening
apparatus.
Do not perform alterations on any motor device or component.
This type of operation may cause malfunctions. The Manufacturer
declines all responsibility for damage caused by products that
have been modified.
The operator should not be used until the setting up procedure
described in the STARTING UP chapter has been performed.
Should liquids penetrate inside the motor, disconnect the
electricity supply and contact the Manufacturer’s Assistance
Service immediately; use of the operator in such conditions may
cause hazard situations.
In the case of faults or problems that cannot be resolved using
the information contained in this manual, contact the
Manufacturer’s assistance service.
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5IFNBOVGBDUVSFSEFDMJOFTBMMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSEBNBHFBOE
GBVMUTUPPQFSBUPSGVODUJPOJOHDBVTFECZOPODPNQMJBODFXJUI
UIFTUPSBHFJOTUSVDUJPOTHJWFOCFMPX
The motor must be stored in closed, dry places, at room
temperatures of between –20 and +70°C.
Keep the motor away from sources of heat and naked flames,
which could damage it and cause malfunctions, fires or hazard
situations.
Keep the motor in a horizontal position, but not resting on the
ground.
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1-64FMFDUSPNFDIBOJDBMNPUPSGBNJMZGPSVQBOEPWFSEPPST
XJUIDPVOUFSXFJHIUBVUPNBUJPO1-64JTTVQQMJFEXJUI
FMFDUSPNFDIBOJDBMMJNJUTXJUDI PQUJDBMFODPEFSJOUFSOBMDP
VSUFTZMJHIU*SSFWFSTJCMFHFBSNPUPSXIJDIQFSNJUTUIFDMPTVSF
PGUIFEPPSTXJUIPVUVTJOHFMFDUSPOJDDMPTVSFTTZTU FNT5IFEFWJDF
JTFBTZUPJOTUBMMBOEDPVMECFmYFECZTDSFXTPSXFMEJOHQSPDFEVSF
5IFVOMPDLJOHEFWJDFQFSNJUTUPUIFEFWJDFJODBTFPGOFFEUPCF
PQFSBUFENBOVBMMZ5IF1-64GBNJMZJTDPNQPTFECZNPEFMT
UXPXJUIDFOUSBMDPOUSPMVOJU 1-BOE1-- BOEUXPXJUIPVU
DPOUSPMVOJU 1-BOE1-- UIFWFSTJPOTDPVMECFTVQQMJFE
XJUIGBTUHFBSNPUPS 1-BOE1- BOETMPXHFBSNPUPS
1--BOE1-- 


5BCEFTDSJQUJPOPGUIFDPOUFOUTPG1-64PQFSBUPSCPYomH
1PT






%FTDSJQUJPO
$BSECPBSECPY
(FBS.PUPS1-64 1-1-1--1-- 
TDSFXT.YNNXBTIFSTBOEPDUBHPOBM
OVUGPSmYJOHHFBSNPUPSPOIPMEJOHQMBUF
TDSFXT.YNNUSFGPJMUZQFGPSmYJOHDPWFS
POHFBSNPUPSTVQQPSU
*OTUSVDUJPONBOVBM

5BCDPNQPOFOUTEFWJDFTPGBUZQJDBMBVUPNBUJ POomH
1PT %FTDSJQUJPO

(FBSNPUPS1-64XJUIDPOUSPMVOJU 1-PS1- 

5FMFTDPQJDBSNQBJS

5SBOTNJTTJPOTIBGU

*OUFHSBUFESBEJPSFDFJWFSJODPOUSPMVOJU

(FBSNPUPSTVQQPSU

1BJSPGTFDVSJUZQIPUPDFMM DPNQPTFECZB59BOEBO
39 

'MBTIMJHIUXJUIBOUFOOB

,FZCPBSETFMFDUPS

5SBOTNJUUFS

*OUFSOBMTXJUDICPBSE

$PVSUFTZMJHIU

4BGFUZCVNQFST TFOTJUJWFFEHF 

&MFDUSJDKVODUJPOCPY
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8"3/*/(*NQPSUBOUTBGFUZJOTUSVDUJPOTGPSJOTUBMMB
UJPO TUSJDUMZGPMMPXBMMJOEJDBUJPOJO
UIJTNBOVBM BOJODPSSFDUJOTUBMMBUJPONBZDBVTFEB NBHFTPSJOKVSZQFPQMF 
 5IFmUUFSIBWFUPDPOUSPMUIBUUFNQFSBUVSFSBOHFEFDMBSFEGPSHFBSNPUPS TFFUFDIOJDBMEBUB
TIFFU JTBEFRVBUFUPUIFQMBDFXIFSFHFBSNPUPSJTJOTUBMMFE
 5IFHFBSNPUPSDBOOPUCFJOTUBMMFEPOVQBOEPWFSEPPSTXIFSFBQFEFTUSJBOEPPSJTQSFTFOU
FYDFQUTBGFUZTUPQJODBTFPGQFEFTUSJBOEPPSJTPQFO
 (FBS.PUPSDBOOPUCFJOTUBMMFEFYUFSOBMMZ
 #FGPSFJOTUBMMJOHHFBSNPUPSFMJNJOBUFDIBJOTBOEVOOFDFTTBSZDBCMFTBOEBGUFSJOTUBMMBUJPOPG
HFBSNPUPSEJTBCMFBOZVOOFDFTTBSZEFWJDF
 #FGPSFJOTUBMMJOHHFBSNPUPSWFSJGZEPPSTUSVDUVSF
 CBMBODFBOENPWFNFOUCPUIJOPQFOJOH
BOEDMPTVSF
 *OTUBMMNBOVBMVOMPDLJOHEFWJDFBUBOIFJHIUPGCFMPX N
 *OTUBMMBMMmYEFWJDFTPGUIFEPPSBXBZGSPNNPWFBCMFQBSUTBUBIFJHIUPGPWFS N
 'JYBMMXBSOJOHQMBUFTBEWJTJOHDSVTIJOHBOEJOKVSZSJTLTJOWJTJCMFBSFBBOEOFBSmYDPOUSPM
CPBSE
 'JYBMMXBSOJOHQMBUFTBEWJTJOHDSVTIJOHBOEJOKVSZSJTLTGPSLJETJOWJTJCMFBSFBBOEOFBSmY
DPOUSPMCPBSE
 'JYNBOVBMVOMPDLJOHEFWJDFQMBUFOFBSUIFEFWJDFJUTFMG
 4XJUDIFT OPSNBMMZPOPõ NVTUCFQMBDFEBUBWJTJCMFEJTUBODFGSPNUIFEPPSCVUBXBZGSPN
NPWFBCMFEFWJDFT*G$POUSPMVOJUJTPQFSBUFEXJUIPVULFZUIFTXJUDIFTVTCFQMBDFEBUBIFJHIU
PGPWFS NBOEOPUBDDFTTJCMFUPUIFQVCMJD
 "GUFSJOTUBMMBUJPOFOTVSFUIBUBMMTBGFUZEFWJDFTBSFXPSLJOHQSPQFSMZBOEUIFHFBSNPUPSPQFOT
BVUPNBUJDBMMZJGJUIVSUTBOPCKFDUPGNNIFJHIUQMBDFEPOUIFnPPS GPSHFBSNPUPST
FRVJQQFEXJUITBGFUZFEHFQSFTTVSFEFWJDF 
 "GUFSJOTUBMMBUJPOFOTVSFUIBUEPPSQBSUTEPOUEJTUVSCQVCMJDTUSFFUTPSTJEFXBMLT
 "GUFSJOTUBMMBUJPOWFSJGZUIBUEPPSEPFTOUPQFOXJUIBXFJHIUPG,HNPVOUFEPOUIFMPXFS
TJEFJOUIFNJEEMFPGUIFEPPS
 "GUFSJOTUBMMBUJPOWFSJGZUIBUBVUPNBUJPOTZTUFNJTQSPQFSMZBEKVTUFEBOEUIBUTBGFUZ
VOMPDLJOHEFWJDFTBSFXPSLJOHQSPQFSMZ
 &OTVSFUPBWPJEUIFSJTLPGDSVTIJOHCFUXFFOEPPSBOETVSSPVOEJOHXBMMTXIFOEPPSPQFOJOH
 *ODBTFPGGBNJMZVTFFOTVSFUIBUEPPSPQFOTDMPTFTCZVTJOHNBOVBMEFWJDF
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*OSFMBUJPOXJUIMJNJUTPGVTFGPSUIFVQBOEPWFS
EPPSBOEmUUFSTXPSLJOHBSFBJUJTQPTTJCMFUP
EFmOFUZQFPGTJUVBUJPOT
 (FBS.PUPS1--NPVOUFEJOUIFNJEEMF
PGUIFEPPSXJUIJOUFHSBUFEDPOUSPMVOJU
mH 
 (FBS.PUPS1--NPVOUFEJOUIFNJEEMF
PGUIFEPPSXJUI$POUSPM6OJU(&NPVOUFE
POUIFXBMMJOUIF(&#09 mH 
 HFBS.PUPS1--BOE1--NPVOUFE
POUIFTJEFPGEPPSXJUICJHHFSEJNFOTJPOT
TFF5BC XJUIQFEFTUSJBOEPPS1-XJUI
JOUFHSBUFE$POUSPM6OJU mH 
 HFBS.PUPS1-NPVOUFEPOUIFTJEFPG
EPPSXJUICJHHFSEJNFOTJPOTXJUI
QFEFTUSJBOEPPS$POUSPM6OJU(&
NPVOUFEPOUIFXBMMJOUIF(&#09 mH 

-*.*540'64&
5BCHJWFTBOJOEJDBUJWFWBMVFPGEJõFSFOU
MJNJUBUJPOPGVTFUIBUDPVMECFGPVOEBOEOFFET
UPCFDPOTJEFSFEGPSFBDIJOTUBMMBUJPO
5BCo-JNJUTPGVTF

.BYEPPS
TVSGBDFN

HFBS.PUPS
DFOUSBM 


HFBSNPUPST
MBUFSBMMZ


*ODBTFUIFVQBOEPWFSEPPSJTFRVJQQFEXJUI
QFEFTUSJBOEPPSXFBMXBZTIBWFUPVTFTJEF
NPUPST

8"3/*/(1BZQBSUJDVMBSBUUFOUJPOBUUIF
EJõFSFOUFMFDUSJDBMDPOOFDUJPO BTEFTDSJCFE
JOUIFDIBQUFS8*3*/($0//&$5*0/4
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5IFJOTUBMMBUJPOBSFBNVTUQSPWJEFTQBDFBVUPNBUJPO
OFFEFEUPQFSGPSNUIFNBJOUFOBODFBOESFMFBTF
NBOVBM5FTUUIFMJNJUTPGTQBDFCZSFGFSSJOHUP'JH

'JH

*/45"--*/((&"3.0503
B SFNPWFmYJOHTDSFX mH PGVOMPDLJOHIBOEMF
'JH TMJQPõUIFIBOEMFBOESFNPWFUIFDPWFS
mH 
C QMBDFHFBSNPUPSPOmYJOHQMBUF mH BOE
UBLFUIFBYJTCFUXFFOVOMPDLJOHQJOBOEQMBUFIPMF

UIFOmYHFBSNPUPSXJUI.YNNTDSFXT 
mH XBTIFSTBOEPDUBHPOBMOVUTPOUIFQMBUF
%JõFSFOUTVQQPSUQMBUFTEJNFOTJPOTBSFBWBJMBCMF
GPSEJõFSFOUNPUPSUZQF1-4 NN 1-4
NN 1-4 NN 
D $MPTFVQBOEPWFSEPPS
E 1PTJUJPOJOHmYJOHPGTVQQPSUQMBUFTEFQFOET
POEJõFSFOUEPPSTUZQF

10
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" 4UBOEBSEEPPSUZQF mH 
BB 'JOEPVUSPUBUJPOBYJTi"wPGUIFVQBOEPWFS
EPPS mH 
CC 1MBDFUIFTVQQPSUQMBUF4TPUIBUUIF3BYJTPG

UIFHSPPWFEHFBSNPUPSTIBGUJTNNCFMPXUIF
"BYJT4VQQPSUQMBUF4NVTUCFTJUVBUFETPUIBUU
IF
DPVSUFTZMJHIUJTPOVQQFSTJEFBOEVOMPDLJOH
IBOEMFPOSJHIUTJEFPGmUUFS
8"3/*/(JODBTFPGVTFPGDVSWFEUFMFTDPQJD
BSNT1-#PS1-#'"45UIFEJTUBODFNVTUCF
NNJOTUFBEPGNN
# 3FUSBDUJOHVQBOEPWFSEPPS PS
PWFSnPXJOH mH 
1MBDFUIFTVQQPSUQMBUF4TPUIBUUIF3BYJTPGUIF

HSPPWFEHFBSNPUPSTIBGUJTJOUIFNJEEMFIFJHIU)
PGUIFVQBOEPWFSEPPS
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F $VUPõUIFPWFSMBQQJOHTVQQPSUQMBUFQBSU mH
 
G 'JYUIFTVQQPSUQMBUFPOUIFEPPSCZNFBOTPG
SJWFUTPSTDSFXT NBLFIPMFTPOUIFQMBUF PSCZ
XFMEJOH'JYJOHQPJOUBOEIPMEJOHQPJOUPGUIFHFBS
NPUPSNVTUCFSFJOGPSDFE


$ "SUJDVMBUFEVQBOEPWFSEPPSUZQF mH 
1MBDFUIFTVQQPSUQMBUF4TPUIBUUIF3BYJTPGUIF

HSPPWFEHFBSNPUPSTIBGUJTNNCFMPXUIF$
IJOHFPGUIFEPPS

'JH


5-&4$01*$"3..06/5*/(
B 7FSJGZUIFTQBDFCFUXFFOUIFCBMBODJOHBSNTPG
UIFEPPSBOEUIFQSPmMFPGUIFEPPS mH 
C *GUIJTTQBDFJT PWFSNNTPXFDBOVTF
TUSBJHIUUFMFTDPQJDBSNT 1-# 1-# 1-#BOE
1-#'"45 JGTQBDFJT CFMPXUIBUWBMVFXFIBWF
UPVTFDVSWFEUFMFTDPQJDBSNT 1-#1-#'"45 
XIJDIQFSNJUTUPXPSLPOUIFTBNFBYJTBTUIFEPPS
BSNT
D 1PTJUJPOJOHUIF-mYJOHQMBUFT 'JH PGU IF
UFMFTDPQJDBSNTPOUIFVQQFSEPPSTJEFPSPOUIF
XBMMTUSJDUMZGPMMPXJOHJOEJDBUJPOJOmH'JY -
TVQQPSUTXJUITDSFXTPSCZXFMEJOH
E 0QFOVQBOEPWFSEPPSBOENFBTVSF%EJTUBODF

CFUXFFOUIF-mYJOHQMBUFBOEUIFBYJTPGUIFHFBS
NPUPSJOEJDBUFEJOmH
OE
F $VUPõUIFQBSUTPGUIFUFMFTDPQJDBSN BSNB
HVJEF TPUIBUNJOJNVNEJTUBODFTJOmHBSF
SFTQFDUFE
DF
G $MPTFVQUIFEPPSBOEWFSJGZUIBUUIFJOUFSGFSFO
PGUIFUFMFTDPQJDBSNJTNJONN mH *O
S
DBTFUIJTTBGFUZDPOEJUJPOJTOPUHSBOUFEVTFMPOHF
UFMFTDPQJDBSNTPSDIBOHFQPTJUJPOJOHPG-mYJOH
H $POOFDUUFMFTDPQJDBSNTUP-mYJOHQMBUFTXJUI
JODMVEFETDSFXTBOETFMGCMPDLJOHOVUT mH 

'JH
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8"3/*/(WFSJGZXIFOPQFSBUJOHUIBUUIFSF
XJMMCFOPJOUFSGFSFODFCFUXFFOUFMFTDPQJDBSNT
BOECBMBODJOHBSNTPGEPPSPSEPPSHBUFJUTFMG
8"3/*/(JGDVSWFEUFMFTDPQJDBSNTBSF
NPVOUFE -mYJOHQMBUFTNVTUCFmYFETPUIBU
XIFOHBUFEPPSPQFOTUIFDVSWFEBSNTEPOPU
DSPTTUIFEPPSTCBMBODJOHBSNT

(#

'JH

'JH

'JH

'JH

'JH

'JH
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108&353"/.*44*0/

E .FBTVSFMFOHUIPGUSBOTNJTTJPOTIBGUT mH 
TPUIBUUIFFYUSFNJUJFTBSFBMJHOFEXJUIUFMFTDPQJD

BSNT mH $VUUIFTIBGUTUPTJ[F
F *OTFSUUIFUSBOTNJTTJPOTIBGUTJOUPUIFCVTIJOHT

PGUIFUFMFTDPQJDBSNT
G 1VODIFBDIUSBOTNJTTJPOTIBGUBUTBNFMFWFMBT
UIFIPMFJOUIFCVTIJOH mH 
H #MPDLmSNMZUIFIPMEJOHQMBUFTXJUIBEKVTUBCMF
TVQQPSUTCZNFBOTPGTDSFX SJWFUTPSXFMEJOH

I 'JYUSBOTNJTTJPOTIBGUXJUIUFMFTDPQJDBSNTXJUI
QBTTUSPVHITDSFX OVUTBOEHSBJOT mH 
J 'JYUSBOTNJTTJPOTIBGUPOHFBSNPUPSDPSSVHBUFE
TIBGUBOEDMPTFJUXJUIHSBJOTJODMVEFEJOEFMJWFS
Z
CPY mH 

5IFSFBSFTFWFSBMXBZTPGUSBOTNJTTJPOTPGUIF
QPXFSCFUXFFOUIFHFBSNPUPSTIBGUBOEUIF
UFMFTDPQJDBSNTUIFTFEFQFOETPOUIFQPTJUJPOJOH

PGUIFHFBSNPUPS DFOUSBMPSMBUFSBM BOEGSPNUIF
UZQFPGUIFBDDFTTPSJFTXFBSFVTJOH

(&"3.0503*/$&/53"-
104*5*0/
$IPPTFUSBOTNJTTJPOTIBGUJOSFMBUJPOPGUIFXJEUI
PGUIFVQBOEPWFSEPPS
5SBOTNJTTJPOTIBGUT1-" NN 1-"
NN 
" $POOFDUJPOCFUXFFOUSBOTNJTTJPOTIBGUBOE
UFMFTDPQJDBSNT1-#'"451-#'"45CZ
NFBOTPGQBTTUISPVHITDSFXBOEHSBJOT mH 
B *OTFSUTIBGUUSBOTNJTTJPO mH JOUIF
BEKVTUBCMFTVQQPSUT mH BOEFOHBHFUIF
PQQPTJUFTJEFXJUIUIFDPSSVHBUFEHFBSNPUPSTIBGU
mH 
C 5FNQPSBSZmYUIFIPMEJOHQMBUFTXJUIBEKVTUBCMF

TVQQPSUT mH JOUIFQSPYJNJUZPGEPPS
QFSJNFUFSQFSGFDUMZPOBYJTXJUIHFBSNPUPSTIBGU
D DIFDLXJUIMFWFM 'JH UIBUUSBOTNJTTJPO
TIBGUTBSFQFSGFDUMZIPSJ[POUBMQPTJUJPOFEBOEJO
BYJT BEKVTUJGOFFEFEMBUFSBMTVQQPSUTBOEmYJOH T

# $POOFDUJPOCFUXFFOUSBOTNJTTJPOTIBGUBOE
UFMFTDPQJDBSNT1-# 1-# 1-#CZNFBOT
PGXFMEJOH mH 
$ $POOFDUJPOCFUXFFOUSBOTNJTTJPOTIBGUBOE
UFMFTDPQJDBSNT1-#CZNFBOTPGJOTFSU
1-" mH 
% $POOFDUJPOPGUSBOTNJTTJPOTIBGUCZNFBOT
PGJOTFSU1-"POCVTIJOH1-"UPXFMEPO
BSN1-# 1-# 1-#  mH 

'JH

'JH
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(&"3.0503*/-"5&3"-104*5*0/
'PSCJHHFSEJNFOTJPOTVQBOEPWFSEPPST TFF
DIBQUFS-*.*540'64& PSXJUIQFEFTUSJBOEPPS
XFIBWFUPVTFHFBSNPUPSTNPVOUFEPOUIFTJEF
PGUIFEPPSUBLFQBSUJDVMBSMZBUUFOUJPOBUBMJHON
FOU
PGUIFUXPNPUPST
8"3/*/(UXPHFBSNPUPSTIPVME/05CF
DPOOFDUFENFDIBOJDBMMZCFUXFFOFBDIPUIFS

'JH

'JH

'JH
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" %JSFDUDPOOFDUJPOHFBSNPUPSDPSSVHBUFE
TIBGUBOE1-#BSN mH 
# $POOFDUJPOHFBSNPUPSDPSSVHBUFETIBGUCZ
NFBOTPGCVTIJOH1-"UPCFXFMEFEPOBSN
1-# 1-# 1-# mH 

(#

'JH

$ $POOFDUJPOCZQJQF1-" NN UPCF
mYFEXJUITDSFXTPSXFMEFE
 'JYJOHXJUIUSPVHITDSFXBOEHSBJOTPO
BSN1-#'"45 1-#@'"45 mH 
 8FMEJOHPOBSN1-# 1-# 1-# mH  

B
C
D

#"-"/$*/('*/"-$)&$,4
SFBTTFNCMZQMBTUJDDPWFS 'JH PGHFBSNPUPS
JOTFSUJOUIFQJOUIFVOMPDLJOHIBOEMF mH BOE
mYJUXJUIUIFTDSFX mH 
MPDLUIFQMBTUJDDPWFSPOUIFHFBSNPUPSIPMEJOH
QMBUFXJUITDSFXTBWBJMBCMFJOUIFCPY GPS
TDSFXJOHUIFVQQFSTDSFXJTOFDFTTBSZUPSFNPWF
USBOTQBSFOUDPWFSPGUIFDPVSUFTZMJHIU mH 
DMJQQFEUPUIFHFBSNPUPSDPWFS mH 

3PUBUFDPVOUFSDMPDLXJTFVOMPDLJOHIBOEMF
UJMMUIFFOE mH 
/PXEPPSJTSFMFBTFEBOEDPVMECFPQFOFE
NBOVBMMZ
'PSSFBDUJWBUFUSBOTNJTTJPOEPUIFPQQPTJUF
BOENPWFNBOVBMMZUIFEPPSVOMFTTZPV
IFBSMPDLJOHDMJDL

"DDFTTPSJFTTVDIBT1-4#" 1-4#$BOE"4&$BSFBWBJMBCMF 
UIFTFQFSNJUTUPVOMPDLJOHFJUIFSGSPNUIFJOUFSOBMBTXFMM
BTFYUFSOBMTJEFPGUIFEPPSVTJOHSJHJESPE SFNPWBCMFLFZ
SBUDIFUBOENFUBMXJSF

8"3/*/(DBVTFECZUIFXFJHIUPGUIFHFBS
NPUPSUIFVQBOEPWFSEPPSXJMMCFVOTUBCMF*U
JTOFDFTTBSZJOPSEFSUPCBMBODFUIFXFJHIUUP
BEEUPUIFDPVOUFSXFJHITUIFFRVJWBMFOUXFJHI
PGUIFHFBSNPUPS
SFMFBTFUIFHFBSNPUPS TFFDIBQUFS3&-&"4&
(&"3.0503 BOEUSZNBOVBMMZUPPQFOBOE
DMPTFUIFEPPS WFSJGZDPSSFDUCBMBODJOHUIF
GVODUJPOBMJUZPGUIFEPPSNVTUCFXJUIPVUBOZ
IBOEJDBQ

3&-&"4&(&"3.0503
8"3/*/(
 'JUUFSTNVTUIBOHPOUIFVOMPDLJOHXBSOJOH
TJHOOFBSUIFIBOEMFGPSNBOVBMVOMPDLJOH
JOBQFSNBOFOUXBZ
 "DUJWBUJOHUIFNBOVBMSFMFBTFPGHFBSNPUPS
UIFEPPSDPVMEDBVTFBOVODPOUSPMMBCMF
NPWFNFOUPGUIFVQBOEPWFSEPPSEVFPG
NFDIBOJDBMNBMGVODUJPOTPSJODPSSFDU
CBMBODJOH
 #FGPSFEPJOHUIJTPQFSBUJPODVUPõFOFSHZ
TVQQMZPGJOTUBMMBUJPO
5IJTPQFSBUJPOJTOPSNBMMZVTFEXIFOFOFSHZTVQQMZJTDVU
PõPSJODBTFPGNBMGVODUJPOPGUIFJOTUBMMBUJPO GPSVOMPDLJOH
HFBSNPUPSUSBOTNJTTJPOBOEQFSNJUNBOVBMPQFOJOHPGUIFEPPS


'JH
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8*3*/("/%$0//&$5*0/4
#FGPSF DPNNFODJOH XJSJOH BOE DPOOFDUJPO XPSL  SFBE UIF
4"'&5:*/%*$"5*0/4"/%8"3/*/(4$IBQUFSUIPSPVHIMZ
"MMXJSJOHBOEDPOOFDUJPOPQFSBUJPOTNVTUCFDBSSJFEPVUXJUI
UIF DPOUSPM VOJU EJTDPOOFDUFE GSPN UIF FMFDUSJDJUZ TVQQMZ JG
UIFEJTDPOOFDUJPOEFWJDFJTOPUJOWJFX EJTQMBZBTJHOSFBEJOH
i"55&/5*0/."*/5&/"/$&803,*/130(3&44w
*OUFSOBMXJSJOHBSFEPOFCZNBOVGBDUVSFSBOEDPVMEOPUCFNPEJmFE
(FBSNPUPSNVTUCFDPOOFDUFEFYDMVTJWFMZUPBDPOUSPMVOJUQSPEVDFE
CZ-*'&

5BCMJTUPGFMFDUSJDDBCMFTomH
1PT
1

$POOFDUJPO5ZQFPGDBCMF
Electricity supply line
3x1,5 mm 2 Cable

2

Flashing light
2x1 mm2 Cable
Radio aerial
RG58 50 type screened cable

3
4



-*450'&-&$53*$$"#-&4

5

The cables required may vary according to the installation, and type
and quantity of devices installed. Figure 25 shows the cables necessary
for a typical installation such as that described in the DESCRIPTION
OF THE PRODUCT chapter (Tab. 1).

7

The cables used in the installation must comply with IEC standard
60335.

8

6

Tx photo
2x1 mm2 Cable
Rx photo
4x1 mm2 Cable
Selector
3x1 mm2 Cable
Internal switch board
3x1 mm2 Cable
Sensitive EDGE (Signal)
2x1 mm 2 Cable

"55&/5*0/ UIF DBCMFT VTFE NVTU CF TVJUFE UP UIF UZQF PG
JOTUBMMBUJPOUIJTDIPJDFJTUIF'JUUFSTSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ

'JH
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Power supply cables may not be lighter than 60245 IEC 57
(HO5RN-F).
In the power supply cable one conductor must be yellow-green.
If it is possible that cables subject to voltage higher than 50 Volt
RMS and very low safety cables may come into contact with one
another, the cable with voltage higher than 50 volt RMS must be
insulated with a sheath; or the very low voltage safety wire must
have an insulating sheath at least 1mm thick.
The fitter must remove the sheath from the supply cable and all
cables with voltages exceeding 50 Volt RMS as close as possible
to the connection terminals.
Do not pre-seal the cables that must be fixed with screws to the
terminals, if necessary, seal the tip of the uncovered conductors
only.
The power supply cable must have a polychloroprene sheath.
External connection cables must not be of the flat twin tinsel cord
type.
A fixing device is required for the power supply cable. Mount the
power cable in such a way that should it come out of the fixing
device the live and neutral wires are released before the earth
wire.

'JH



13&1"3*/(5)&&-&$53*$4"/%."*/4
$0//&$5*0/

This manual does not describe how the electrics system should be
prepared for connection to the mains, however it gives the following
warnings:
5IFNBJOTTVQQMZMJOFNVTUCFJOTUBMMFEBOEDPOOFDUFECZB
RVBMJmFEFMFDUSJDJBOPSBQSPGFTTJPOBMmUUFS
5IF FMFDUSJDJUZ TVQQMZ MJOF NVTU IBWF BEFRVBUF QSPUFDUJPO
BHBJOTUTIPSUDJSDVJUTBOENVTUCFFBSUIFE
5IF QPXFS TVQQMZ OFUXPSL NVTU DPOUBJO B VOJQPMBS
EJTDPOOFDUJPOEFWJDFXJUIBOPQFOJOHEJTUBODFPGUIFDPOUBDUT
FRVBM PS HSFBUFS UIBO  NN UIBU BTTVSFT UIF DPNQMFUF
EJTDPOOFDUJPOPGUIFQPXFSTVQQMZ

*/530%6$*/(&-&$53*$"-$"#-&
*/505)&(&"3.0503
B *OPSEFSUPSFBDIUFSNJOBMSFNPWFVOMPDLIBOEMF
TDSFX mH BOEUBLFPVUIBOEMF GH 
C SFNPWFUSBOTQBSFOUDPWFSPGDPVSUFTZMJHIU
mH DMJQQFEUPUIFHFBSNPUPSDPWFS mH 
D SFNPWFmYJOHTDSFXT mH PGUIFDPWFS UP
UIFIPMEJOHQMBUF BOEUBLFPõUIFDPWFS
E JOUSPEVDFBXJEFFOPVHIJTPMBUJOHDBCMFQBTTFT
JOUPIPMEJOHQMBUFTDJSDVMBSIPMF mH BOE
JOUSPEVDFOFDFTTBSJFTXJSFTUPDPOOFDUUIFVOJU
F mYUIFXJSFTUPUIFIPMEJOHQMBUFVTJOHBQMBTU JD
CBOEQBTTJOHUISPVHIUIFTNBMMFSIPMFPGUIFmYJOH
QMBUF mH 
G MFBWFUIFDBCMFTBCPVUDNMPOHFS mH 

'JH
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1-1--$0/530-6/*5 $0//&$5*0/
.PEFMT1-BOE1--BSFFRVJQQFEXJUIJOUFSOBM
DPOUSPMVOJU'JUUFSTNVTUNBLFBDPOOFDUJPOUPB
7BD)[TVQQMZGPSUIFJOTUBMMBUJPOBOE
WBSJPVTEFWJDFT5IFDPOOFDUJPOCFUXFFOUIFNPUPS 
FODPEFS DPOEFOTFSBOEBVUPUSBOTGPSNFSIBWF
CFFOQFSGPSNFECZUIFNBOVGBDUVSFS
5IFBVUPNBUJPOJTFRVJQQFEXJUIBDPVSUFTZMJHIU
8CVMCMBNQBMSFBEZXJSFEBOENPVOUFE
'JHVSFHJWFTZPVBOJEFBPGUIFDFOUSBMVOJUXJUI
BMMUFSNJOBMTPSEFSFEBOEOVNCFSFEJOQSPHSFTTJWFXBZ

'JH
20

8"3/*/(
 GPSTBGFUZSFBTPOTUIFNPUPSNVTUCF
FBSUIFE
 $SJNQUIFZFMMPXHSFFOXJSFPGUIFFOFSHZ
TVQQMZUPUIFIPMFFZFTJUVBUFEPOUIFDBSUFS
PGUIFHFBSNPUPSJOUIFQPJOUNBSLFEXJUI
FBSUITZNCPMBTJOEJDBUFEJO'JH
 6TFFZFXJUIUSPVCMFETDSFXBOEXBTIFS
BWBJMBCMFJOUIFCPY

(#

 1-1--

Fig. 35 gives a brief overview of the various connections from the
control unit to the exterior.

12

'JH
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The terminals on the lower right hand part of the control unit (fig. 31)
are reserved for the connection of the electricity supply and the various
automation devices powered at 230 V ac. These devices are the
flashing light and one or more courtesy lights (optional).
1PXFSTVQQMZ : (terminals L1 and L2) connection to the external
230V ac 50Hz power supply line.
$PVSUFTZMJHIU : (Terminals 22 and 23) 230 V power supply output
that makes it possible to switch on a courtesy light (40W bulb) at
the start of each movement, characterised by an adjustable time
interval.
'MBTIJOHMJHIU (terminals 21 and 23) 230V power supply output
for SPLENDOUR flashing lamp (25W light bulb), characterised
by three flashing modes:
1) slow for the gate opening phase;
2) fast (flashing time halved), for the closure phase;
3) particular flashing characterised by three flashes and a pause
to indicate a malfunction or slowed conditions at the start of
the travel.

1IPUP

1FEFTUSJBO

4UFQ

0QFOBOEDMPTF
4UPQ

As a default, it does not intervene during opening
and during the closure phase it causes the
inversion of the gate direction to opening. When
used in the alternative mode, the gate stops if the
photocell beam is interrupted during both opening
and closure; the gate continues to open when the
photocell disengages.
(segregation spaces – terminals 12 – 15) this is a
normally closed input, where the photocell is
connected for protection from the “risk of
segregation”. It intervenes during opening with
slow, partial inversion (3 seconds).
(terminals 6 – 11) this is a normally open input
and causes the partial opening of the gate to allow
access to pedestrians only. See the PEDESTRIAN
chapter for information on adjusting.
(terminals 6 – 10) this is a normally open input
and serves to activate gate movement. There are
two setting modes: 2- or 4-step (see the
AUTOMATIC MODE chapter). In the former case,
the signal causes the inversion of movement (open
– close and vice versa); in the latter case, it
performs the following sequence in rotation : open
– stop – close – stop; according to the situation in
which the gate is, the step command coincides
with the subsequent one of the series.
(terminals 6 - 8 and 6 – 9) are two normally open
inputs, the closure of which causes the gate’s
opening and closure motion.
(terminals 6 - 7) this is a normally closed input
and prevents the movement of the gate when
immobile and causes the immediate stoppage
when in movement. It can be connected with safety
devices such as an emergency stop button or
sensitive strip. It must be bridged if no device is to
be used.

'JH

5BC7BDQPXFSTVQQMZUFSNJOBMCPBSEomH
5FSNJOBMT 'VODUJPO%FTDSJQUJPO
L1

230 Vac power supply
230 Vac 50 Hz. Power supply line

L2

230 Vac power supply
230 Vac 50 Hz. Power supply line

22 - 23

Courtesy light
230 Vac 50 Hz courtesy light 40W max. output

21 - 23

Flashing light
230 Vac 50 Hz flashing light 25 W max. output

 %&4$3*15*0/ 0' 5)& $0//&$5*0/ 0' 5)&
%&7*$&4
The terminals (numbered from 1 to 20) on the terminal board (fig. 32)
are used to connect the automation’s various devices.
*OEJDBUPSMJHIU
&MFDUSPMPDL

1IPUP

1IPUP

(terminals 18 and 19) on the card it is possible to
connect an indicator light that repeats the same
function as the flashing light
(terminals 17 – 19) is an electric lock release
command that is activated at the start of the gate
opening movement for an interval that varies
according to the opening ram blow advanced
adjustment.
(terminals 14 – 15) this is a normally closed input,
where the external photocell (or group of
photocells) is connected. It does not intervene
during the opening phase; in the closure phase it
causes the inversion of the gate’s direction of
movement to opening.
(terminals 13 – 15) this is a normally closed input,
where the internal photocell (or group of
photocells) is connected. It is characterised by two
selectable function modes (see Photo 1 chapter).
'JH
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5BCWBSJPVTEFWJDFUFSNJOBMCPBSEomHBOE

5FSNJOBMT
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'VODUJPO

%FTDSJQUJPO

19-20

24 Vac Power supply

24Vac, 200mA max services power supply (e.g. photocell receivers).

18-19

Indicator light

24Vac out put for the connection of an indicator light, max 3W.

17-19

Electro lock

24 Vac output for the connection of the 15Va electrolock.

16-19

Transmitter photocell power
supply

24 Vac output for the power supply of the photocell transmitters. Separate
from the auxiliaries power supply in order to allow the phototest to be
performed. The receivers are powered by terminals 19-20 (24Vac).

15

Common photocells (not to
be used for other purposes)

Common for photocell signal, with 12 Vdc voltage.

14

L14

Photo

N.C.(normally closed) input for the photocell signal (receiver).

13

L13

Photo1

NC input for the photocell signal (receiver).

12

L12

Photo2

NC input for the photocell 2 signal (receiver).

11

L11

Pedestrian

NO (normally open) input for pedestrian command.

10

L10

Step

NO input for the step command.

9

L9

Close

NO input for the close command.

8

L8

Open

NO input for the open command.

7

L7

Stop

NO input for the stop command.

6

Common commands (not to
be used for other purposes)

Common for the pedestrian, step, close, open and stop commando, with
12 Vdc voltage.

5

Terminal not to be used

(common 0 volt of the electronics at 12 Vdc).

4

RS485 + cable.
Serial

3

RS485 - cable.

2

Aerial cable.
Input for radio receiver aerial.

1

Aerial sheath ( screen).

"55&/5*0//$JOQVUT 4UPQ 1IPUP 1IPUPBOE1IPUP XIFSFOPEFWJDFTBSFDPOOFDUFENVTUCFCSJEHFE

 $0//&$5*/(1)050$&--4

5ZQJDBMMBZPVUPGQIPUPDFMMJOTUBMMBUJPOmH

/# GPSBMMQIPUPDFMMT 
a)
Photocells must be installed progressively, therefore there are
three possible applications: photo, photo and photo 1, photo,
photo 1 and photo 2. .
b)
Always bridge the contacts of photocells not present in order to
allow the system to function properly, in particular, if the use of
photo 1 and photo 2 is not envisaged it is necessary to bridge
the following terminals with a cable:
Photo 2 is not present: bridge terminals 12 and 15 together.
Photo 1 and photo 2 are not present: bridge together
terminals 12 – 15 and 13 – 15.
"55&/5*0/ TFU UIF QIPUPUFTU GVODUJPO DPSSFDUMZ  JG BDUJWF  BT
JOEJDBUFEJOUIF1)0505&45DIBQUFSPUIFSXJTFUIFDPOUSPMVOJU
XJMMSFBEJUBTBGBVMU

'JH
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A row of 8 leds (fig. 39) is present on the right hand side of the board,
beneath the terminals.
Leds L7...L14 ( fig. 39) are lit when the corresponding signal is present,
therefore normally closed commands will normally be lit and vice versa.
These leds therefore indicate a malfunction of the devices connected.

 8*3*/( %*"(3". '03 5)& $0//&$5*0/4
0/5)&-08&31"350'5)&$0/530-6/*5
 1-1--
%&4$3*15*0/ 0' 5)& $0//&$5*0/4 0/ 5)&
-08&31"350'5)&$0/530-6/*5
"55&/5*0/UIFDPOOFDUJPOTPGUIFMPXFSQBSUPGUIFDPOUSPMVOJU
mH BOEUIFWBSJPVTEFWJDFTDPOOFDUFEBSFBMSFBEZXJSFECZ
UIF.BOVGBDUVSFSBOENBZOPUCFBMUFSFEVOEFSBOZDJSDVNTUBODFT
"OBQQSPYJNBUFEFTDSJQUJPOJTHJWFOCFMPX

'JH

'JH
'JH

-JNJU4XJUDI

&ODPEFSFYJUTJHOBM FOETXJUDIPQFOJOHBOEDMPTJOH
&ODPEFSFYJUTJHOBM FOETXJUDIPQFOJOHBOEDMPTJOH

-JNJU4XJUDI

$PSUFTZMJHIU7BD8NBY
$PSUFTZMJHIU7BD8NBY
(SPVOE
.PUPSDMPTFT
$PNNPO.PUPS

$BQBDJUPS

.PUPSPQFOT

'JH
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'VODUJPO

%FTDSJQUJPO

31 - 30 - 29

Motor power supply

230 Vac 50 Hz output

28 -27 - 26

Autotransformer supply

L1R, L2, L1, 230 Vac 50 Hz output

Capacitor

Capacitor

31 - 29

5BCMFGUIBOEUFSNJOBMCPBSEomH

5FSNJOBMT
38-37



'VODUJPO

%FTDSJQUJPO
Electronics power supply: 16 Vac 0.5 A input.

37-36

16Vac electronics power supply input, including
the operator's manual release signal.

35-34

24 Vac services power supply input.

Services' power supply: 24 Vac 0.5 A input.

Operator release switch input.

Negative encoder signal and limit switch 1 signal input.

33
Closure and opening limit switch signal input.
32

Positive encoder signal and limit switch 2 signal input.

1-1--5&3.*/"-$0//&$5*0/4

$0//&$5*0/4#&58&&/(&"3.05034

.PEFMT1-BOE1--BSFOPUFRVJQQFEXJUI
JOUFSOBMDPOUSPMVOJU UIFZSFFRVJQQFEXJUI
UFSNJOBMXIPQFSNJUTUIFDPOOFDUJPOUPBOFYUFSOBM
DPOUSPMVOJUDPOUSPMVOJU(PSJOUFSOBMDPOUSPM
VOJUUPHFBSNPUPS1-1-- TFFUZQJDBM
BVUPNBUJPO 
5IFJOUFSOBMDPOOFDUJPOIBWFCFFOQFSGPSNFECZ
UIFNBOVGBDUVSFS
'JHHJWFTZPVUIFJOEJDBUJPOUPUIFUFSNJOBM

8"3/*/('PSBVUPNBUJPOXJUIHFBSNPUPS
mHBOEmH DPOOFDUJOQBSBMMFMUIFNPUPS T
BOEUIFDPVSUFTZMJHIUT DPOOFDUFODPEFSoMJNJU
TXJUDITJHOBMPGPOMZPOFNPUPSBOEMFBWFPUIFS
NPUPSFODPEFSoMJNJUTXJUDITJHOBMTUFSNJOBMT
GSFF

8"3/*/(GPSTBGFUZSFBTPOT UIFHFBSNPUPS
NVTUCFFBSUIFECZDPOOFDUJOHUIFFOEPGUIF
ZFMMPXHSFFOXJSFUPUFSNJOBMJOEJDBUFEXJUIBO
FBSUITZNCPMTFFmH
5BC5FSNJOBMGFFETBOEFYJUTomH

5FSNJOBM
&/$'$
&/$'$
-*()5
$-4
$0.
01/

'VODUJPO
%FTDSJQUJPO
&ODPEFS&YJU 4JHOBM&YJU 
QPTJUJWF 
TJHOBM FOE
TXJUDI
4JHOBM&YJUo
PQFOJOHBOE
OFHBUJWF 
DMPTJOH
$PVSUFTZMJHIU &OFSHZJOQVU
7BD DPVSUFTZ
MJHIU8NBY
(FBSNPUPS
.PUPSDMPTFT
&OFSHZJOQVUGSPN
$PNNPO
$FOUSBMVOJU7
.PUPS
.PUPSPQFOT BD)[

*OTUBMMBUJPOPG1-XJUI1- mH  DPOOFDU
XJSFUFSNJOBMTPG1-XJUIDPOUSPMVOJUJO1-BT
JOEJDBUFEJOUBC

5BCDPOOFDUJPOCFUXFFOHFBSNPUPST
5FSNJOBM
&/$'$
&/$'$
-*()5
$-4
$0.
01/



$POUSPM6OJU5FSNJOBM
%POPUDPOOFDU
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-*.*548*5$)&4130(3"..*/(
*OUIFHFBSNPUPSUIFSFBSFJOTUBMMFENJDSP
TXJUDIFTGPSFOEMJNJUBUJPOJOCPUIPQFOJOHBOE
DMPTJOH UIFZSFNPVOUFEPOCPUITJEFTPGUIF
NPUPSOFBSUIFDPSSVHBUFEHFBSTIBGUT NJDSP
TXJUDIFTBSFBDUJWBUFECZLFZFEDBNTPGUIFHFBS
TIBGUT
8"3/*/(-FGUNJDSPTXJUDI mH JT
DMPTJOHMJNJUTXJUDI XIJMFSJHIUNJDSPTXJUDI 
mH JTPQFOJOHMJNJUTXJUDI CFGPSFBDUJWBUJOH
DPOUSPMVOJUJTOFDFTTBSZUPQSPHSBNPQFOJOH
DBNT mH BOEDMPTJOHDBN mH 
B

C

D

 .06/5*/( 5)&3"%*03&$&*7&3
The radio receiver is supplied separately from the control unit and
must therefore be mounted in the relevant seat by removing the hatch
(1 fig. 36) that gives access to the connectors and is positioned on
the upper part of the control unit.
a)
b)
a)

3FMFBTFHFBSNPUPS TFFDIBQUFSSFMFBTFPG
(&"3.0503 BOEPQFOUIFEPPS
DPNQMFUFMZ
-PPTFUIFCMPDLJOHTDSFX mH PG
DMPTJOHDBN mH BOESPUBUFUIJTVOMFTT
NJDSPTXJUDIDMJDL CMPDLUIFODBNTmYJOH
TDSFX
0QFODPNQMFUFMZUIFEPPSMPPTFUIF
CMPDLJOHTDSFX mH PGPQFOJOHDBN
mH BOESPUBUFUIJTVOMFTTNJDSP
TXJUDIDMJDL CMPDLUIFODBNTmYJOHTDSFX

/05&XIFODPOUSPMVOJUZQPXFSTVQQMZJT
BDUJWBUFEUIFMJNJUTXJUDIBDIJFWFNFOUJT
TJHOBMJ[FECZmYSFEMFEMJHIUJOH0''JOUIF
MFGUTJEF mH XIJMFPQFOJOHMJNJUTXJUDI
BDIJFWFNFOUJTTJHOBMJ[FECZmYSFEMFEMJHIUJOH
0''JOUIFSJHIUTJEF mH 

'JH
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Using scissors or a cutter, cut the three sectors that hold the
hatch in place (2 fig. 43)
Fold the hatch back (3 fig. 43) until it comes away from the control
unit.
Insert the radio receiver (4 fig. 43), paying attention not to fold
the feet.

(#


45"35*/(61"/%*/*5*"-$)&$,4



%&4$3*15*0/0'5)&,&:#0"3%

The keyboard (fig. 44) on the control unit makes it possible to set all
the functions necessary for a safe and controlled functioning of the
automation.
It is constituted by a membrane keyboard that a central column of
keys (1 to10) divides into two vertical zones: the right keyboard
(blue) and the left keyboard (yellow). Each vertical keyboard
manages and memorises certain function parameters.
The selection of the left or right keyboard is made by pressing
one of the two buttons bearing the switch symbol: the button (A
fig. 44) enables the <-&'5,&:#0"3% 
and button (B fig. 44)
selects the <3*()5,&:#0"3%
The keyboard is deselected automatically after a certain interval
of inactivity.
When the keyboard is selected, the red (8 and 9 fig. 44) and green
(6 and 7 fig. 44) leds flash alternating with one another, it is possible
to set the corresponding parameters with the keys 1 to 10.
The <> (in the top left hand portion) and the < > (top right hand
portion) buttons are used to vary the values or parameters.
The row of horizontal red leds (from 1 to 5 fig. 44) indicates the
value set for a given parameter: the more leds that are lit, the
higher the parameter. They can also be used as a status signal
for certain parameters.
The lateral red leds (8 and 9 fig. 44) indicate a state of parameters
not set if they flash, whereas they indicate the reading of the limit
switch signal (right or left) when they are on (fixed red light).
The lateral green leds (6 and 7 fig. 44) indicate a parameters set
status or correct functioning according to the keyboard selected.

'JH

'JH
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*/*5*"-*4"5*0/

"55&/5*0/-*'&DBSETBSFNVMUJQVSQPTFBOENBZCFVTFEGPS
TFWFSBM BQQMJDBUJPOT UIFSFGPSF  PO BDUJWBUJPO UIFZ SFRVJSF UIF
JEFOUJmDBUJPO PG UIF UZQF PG BVUPNBUJPO UIBU UIFZ XJMM TFSWF  JO
UIJTDBTFBTMJEJOHHBUF
5IJT JT B WJUBMMZ JNQPSUBOU PQFSBUJPO BOE POF UIBU NVTU CF
QFSGPSNFECZUIFmUUFS XJUIQBSUJDVMBS"55&/5*0/
a)
b)
c)
E

e)
f)
g)
h)

i)

Position the gate so that it is distant from both limit switch (e.g.
half open).
Hold the electromechanical release hatch well open as indicated
in fig. 30.
Switch on the power to the system.
1SFTT BOE IPME EPXO UIF o NJOVT  LFZ BOE LFZ 
TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ BOEDMPTFUIFSFMFBTFIBUDITPBTUPBMMPX
QPXFSTVQQMZUPUIFDPOUSPMVOJU
When led 2 in fig. 44 switches on the identification process has
been successful and the keys can be released.
This operation installs in the card the default setting for the sliding
gate described in tab. 9 column 1.
Check that the operator is gripped by attempting to move the
gate manually.
Check that the 2 red <0'' > leds (8 and 9 fig. 37) flash and that
4 of the 8 side leds have a fixed light (fig. 44):
L14 of PHOTO
L13 of PHOTO 1
L12 of PHOTO 2
L7 of STOP
the other leds must be switched off.

*GUIJTEPFTOPUIBQQFO DIFDLUIFDPOOFDUJPOTBOEUIFFöDJFODZ
PGUIFWBSJPVTEFWJDFTFOTVSFUIBUUIF/$JOQVUTXIFSFOPEFWJDFT
BSFDPOOFDUFEBSFCSJEHFE
It is now possible to perform the identification of the radio controls as
described in the RADIO CONTROL IDENTIFICATION chapter, in order
to facilitate the control operations during installation.



*/*5*"-"%+645.&/54"/% 130(3"..*/(

5IFPQFSBUJPOTQFSGPSNFECZUIFBVUPNBUJPOBOEUIFHBUFEVSJOH
USBWFMSFBEJOHBSFUIFFYDMVTJWFSFTQPOTJCJMJUZPGUIFmUUFS

 *%&/5*':*/(5)&%*3&$5*0/0'.05*0/

B (JWFUIFDMPTJOHDPNNBOE CVUUPO$-04&PS45&1
LFFQJOHJUBDUJWF QFSTJTUFOUDPNNBOE VOUJMJUJT
JOUFSDFQUFEUIFMJNJUPGDMPTVSF UIFBDIJFWFNFOUPG
TXJUDIDMPTVSFJTJOEJDBUFECZBTUFBEZ
0''UIFSFE-&%POUIFMFGU mH
C (JWFUIFPQFOJOHDPNNBOE CVUUPO01&/PS45&1
LFFQJOHJUBDUJWFVOUJMUIFTXJUDIJTJOUFSDFQUFE
0QFO SFBDIJOHUIFFOEPGUIFPQFOJOHJT
TJHOBMFECZBTUFBEZSFE-&%0''PG
SJHIU mH 
 *%&/5*':*/(5)&53"7&Give the opening command and keep enabled (persistent command)
until the opening limit switch is intercepted; this travel is performed
slowly.
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 *%&/5*':*/( 5)& 41&&% 0#45"$-&
%&5&$5*0/4&55*/(4
a)
b)

c)

d)
e)

Give the closure command (persistent command): the run takes
place at normal speed.
Perform the FORCE FUNCTION adjustments (See Chap??)
according to the desired movement characteristics and the force
values envisaged by EN standard 12445 as indicated in the
MEASURING AND ADJUSTING THE FORCE chapter
Perform in dead man conditions (persistent control) a number
of travels in order to check that the gate works properly. The
last travel will determine the identification of the speed and it is
therefore fundamental that it is carried out linearly without
irregularity.
Ensure that green leds 6 and 7 (fig. 44) flash to indicate that a
speed value has been stored.
Set the system in an automatic mode and perform adjustments
and advanced settings (see AUTOMATIC MODE chapter),
according to function requirements.

.&"463*/("/%"%+645*/('03$&
5IF mUUFS NVTU QFSGPSN UIF NFBTVSFNFOU PG UIF HBUFT JNQBDU
GPSDF 'PS UIJT QVSQPTF SFGFS UP &/ TUBOEBSE   XIJDI
TQFDJmFT UIF FRVJQNFOU UP CF VTFE JO PSEFS UP NFBTVSF UIF
PQFOJOHBOEDMPTVSFGPSDFT Q BOEUIFQPJOUTJOXIJDIUIF
GPSDFTNVTUCFNFBTVSFEBOEUIFEJSFDUJPOPGNFBTVSFNFOU Q
 
If the values read exceed the maximum admitted values, the operator’s
voltage must be adjusted.
a)

b)
c)

The adjustment of the voltage of the motor power supply is
performed directly on the autotransformer by means of the slider
switch with which it is equipped (1 fig. 45).
Move it towards the lower values on the scale to reduce the
torque, move it towards higher values to increase the torque.
It is possible to intervene further on the adjustment of the force
for the stretches performed at a slower speed by acting on
electronic adjustment as described in the FORCE FUNCTION
chapter.

"55&/5*0/ XIFO UIF GPSDF JT BMUFSFE  UIF 41&&%
*%&/5*'*$"5*0/QSPDFEVSFNVTUCFSFQFBUFE

(#


3"%*0$0/530-*%&/5*'*$"5*0/

 3"%*03&$&*7&3.&.03:.0%&4
The receiver has two radio channels, which are set as follows:
1.
Channel 1 is assigned to the PEDESTRIAN command.
2.
Channel 2 is assigned to the STEP command.
The receiver (fig. 39) is characterised by a key (T) and two leds (A
and B).
a)
By pressing the T key once, the first led (A) will light and channel
1 will become available.
b)
By pressing the T key a second time the second led (B) will light
and Channel 2 will become available.
c)
By pressing the key T a third time one exits the identification
procedure.

 3"%*0$0/530-4&55*/(4

 505"-  &3"463& 0' 5)& 3"%*0 3&$&*7&3
.&.03:
a)
b)
c)

d)

Press and hold down the key T (fig. 46).
Leds A and B will light.
Release the key and within two seconds press and release it
again: the two leds will flash for a few seconds to indicate that
the memory is being reset.
Now all previous radio control settings are erased, the receiver
is ready to be enabled again.

 4&55*/($)&$,4
Checking the radio control settings is simple: press the enabled key,
check whether the red led corresponding to the command flashes
and that the automation performs the desired action (this check should
not be performed the first time the control unit is enabled).

It is necessary to establish which key of the radio control to assign to
channel 1 and which to channel 2.
a)
To enable a radio control key on channel 1 (PEDESTRIAN), one
must act while the led A (fig. 46) is lit; to indicate that it is in
enabling phase led A switches off and then on again.
b)
Perform the same actions for Channel 2 (STEP)
c)
To enable more than one radio control on the same receiver
channel, select the desired channel (led A or led B lit) and press
the desired key on the various radio controls.

'JH

'JH
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5&45*/("/%53*"-36/
5IFUFTUJOHBOEUSJBMSVONVTUCFQFSGPSNFECZB$0.1&5&/5
1&340/TVQFSWJTFEBOEBJEFECZB130'&44*0/"-'*55&3
*UJTUIFUFTUFSTSFTQPOTJCJMJUZUPQFSGPSNUIFDIFDLTSFRVJSFE
JOBDDPSEBODFXJUIUIFSJTLTFYJTUJOHBOEUPDIFDLDPOGPSNJUZ
XJUI UIF SFMFWBOU MFHJTMBUJPO  JO QBSUJDVMBS XJUI &/ TUBOEBSE
  XIJDI HPWFSOT UIF NFUIPET GPS QFSGPSNJOH USJBMT PO
HBUFBVUPNBUJPOTBOE&/TUBOEBSEUIBUTQFDJmFTUIF
QFSGPSNBODFSFRVJTJUFTDPODFSOJOHTBGFUZPGVTF
The testing and trial run are the most essential phases of
installation for guaranteeing maximum operating safety.
The checks and procedures for testing may also be used for routine
checks on the automation and its devices.
The automation may only be tested if a non-hazardous force
tolerance has been set (see the MEASURING AND ADJUSTING
THE FORCE chapter).
Adjust the maximum force in line with EN standard 12445.
Never touch the gate or moving parts when they are in motion.
Remain at a safe distance when the gate is in motion: only pass
when the gate is completely open and immobile.
In the event of malfunctions (noisiness, jerky movements, etc.)
suspend the use of the automation immediately: failure to observe
this rule may entail serious hazards, risks of accidents and/or
serious damage to the gate and the automation.
Always remember that the following residual risks exist when the
gate is in movement:
a) impact and crushing against the main closure edge;
b) impact and crushing in the opening area;
c) shearing between the sliding leaf and the fixed guides and
support during movement;
d) mechanical risks caused by movement.



a)

Compile a technical file for the automation, which must include
at least:
a general mechanical and electrical diagram,
risk analysis and solutions adopted for eliminating or reducing
risks,
manuals of the individual components,
list of the components used,
instructions for use and warnings concerning use for the
owner,
system maintenance record
declaration of the system’s CE conformity

b)

Fix a CE marking plate to the gate, bearing at least the following
information:
Name and address of the party responsible for installation
and testing;
Type of automation;
Model;
Registration number;
Year of installation
CE mark
Fill in the declaration of conformity and give it to the owner of
the automation.
Compile the guide with the instruction manual (EN 12635 p. 5.3
and 5.4) and give it to the owner of the automation.
Compile the maintenance and improvement log (EN 12635 p.5.3)
and give it to the owner of the automation.
Compile the guide containing the instructions for maintenance
that provides instructions concerning the maintenance of all
automation devices (EN 12635 p. 5.3 and 5.5) and give it to the
owner of the automation.
Before the first use of the automation, the owner must have
been given adequate information concerning hazards and
residual risks.

c)
d)
e)
f)



5&45*/(

%VSJOHUFTUJOH FOTVSFUIBUUIFNFBTVSFNFOUPGUIFHBUFTJNQBDU
GPSDFIBTCFFOQFSGPSNFEJOBDDPSEBODFXJUI&/TUBOEBSET
BOE
$IFDL UIBU UIF JOEJDBUJPOT HJWFO JO UIF 4"'&5:
*/4536$5*0/4"/%8"3/*/(4
DIBQUFSIBWFCFFODBSFGVMMZ
PCTFSWFE
&OTVSFUIBUUIFBVUPNBUJPOJTDPSSFDUMZBEKVTUFEBOEUIBUUIF
QSPUFDUJPOBOESFMFBTFTZTUFNTBSFJOHPPEXPSLJOHPSEFS
Using the key selector or the radio control perform opening and
closure tests and ensure that each movement of the gate
corresponds to the control unit settings. Perform as many checks
as necessary to be certain of perfect operation.
Check that the eight red leds (from L7 to L14 fig. 34) on the control
unit’s vertical terminal board light when the external contact of the
specific device is closed, to indicate that the device is in use.
Check that led 8 or 9 of the keyboard (fig. 37) indicate the reaching
of the limit switch with a fixed light for both opening and closure.
In particular, for photocell checks, check that there is no
interference with other devices. Pass a cylindrical tube with a
diameter of 5cm and a length of approximately 30 cm through the
optic axis that connects the two photocells. Perform this check
firstly close to the transmitter and then close to the receiver and
lastly halfway between the two.
In all three cases, the device must intervene by passing from the
active state to the alarm state and vice versa, thus causing the
action set on the control unit: for example, during a closure
manoeuvre it must cause inversion of movement.
Perform the photocell operation test required in compliance with
EN standard 12445 p. 4.1.1.6. The results must satisfy EN standard
12453 p. 5.1.1.6.
"55&/5*0/PODFUIFBVUPNBUJPOIBTCFFOUFTUFE UIFQBSBNFUFST
TFUNVTUOPUCFBMUFSFE*GGVSUIFSBEKVTUNFOUT FHBMUFSBUJPOTUP
UIFWPMUBHFWBMVF BSFNBEF BMMUIFDIFDLTSFRVJSFEGPSUFTUJOH
BOEDPNQMJBODFXJUI&/TUBOEBSENVTUCFSFQFBUFE
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'*34564"(&

5IFBVUPNBUJPONBZPOMZCFVTFEGPSUIFmSTUUJNFPODFBMMUIF
DIFDLTEFTDSJCFEJOUIF5&45*/(DIBQUFSIBWFCFFOQFSGPSNFE
TVDDFTTGVMMZ5IFBVUPNBUJPONBZOPUCFVTFEJOQSFDBSJPVTPS
UFNQPSBSZDPOEJUJPOT

g)
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"%7"/$&% "%+645.&/54 "/%
4&55*/(4
,&:#0"3%

For all the following descriptions refer to fig. 47.
To select and enable one of the two areas of the keyboard (right blue, left – yellow), press either the <-&'5,&:#0"3%
> (A) or
the <3*()5,&:#0"3%
> (B) keys.
On the enabling of the desired zone the two leds (6-8 or 7-9)
corresponding to the chosen area with flash alternatively.
The de-selection of the keyboard takes place automatically after
a certain interval of inactivity.

 3&4&55*/(5)&("5&53"7&This function allows the reset of the gate travel distances (length of
the stroke and reference speed) and the automatic mode; all the other
previously stored settings do remain in the memory.
a)
Press and hold down the < > key and switch on power using the
release hatch;
b)
After a few seconds leds <> and <> will light up;
c)
Release the < > key to complete the reset function.

 13&4&5'6/$5*0/4'"/%'
The control unit parameters can be set individually as indicated in the
subsequent paragraphs. Two standard settings are available and their
settings are defined in tab. 8.
To activate press the <3*()5,&:#0"3%
> key and then the <' >or
<' > key, and hold down until the leds (7 or 9)
Stop flashing for a brief interval.

 %&"%."/.0%&
All the commands are given in a persistent manner with out selfhold.
To view the status press the <-&'5,&:#0"3%
key and then
key <>: the mode is enabled if the green led (6) is lit, and it is
disabled if led red (8) is lit.
To activate it press the <-&'5,&:#0"3%
> key .



"650."5*$.0%&

<"650."5*$ > mode can be activated in four different modes:





4&.*"650."5*$
45&1"650."5*$
45&1"650."5*$
$0/%0.*/*6.01&3"5*/(.0%&

/# : the selection of one mode excludes the others (including the
dead man mode). On the status display, a mode is enabled if green
led 6 or 7 is lit and is activated if red led 8 or 9 is lit.

'JH

 505"- 3&4&50'5)&$"3%
In this way it is possible to reset all the initial identifications of the
direction of movement, travel and speed, thus reverting to the initial
default setting described in tab. 8.
a)
Hold down the <> key and switch on the voltage using the release
hatch (by opening and closing the hatch);
b)
After a few seconds the leds <>, <>, <>, <> and <> will
switch on;
c)
Release the keys to complete resetting
d)
At this point the 2 red leds (8 and 9) will start to flash.
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%FGBVMUQBSBNFUFST

3FTFUQBSBNFUFST'



3FTFUQBSBNFUFST'

(manual operation) dead man

ON

OFF

OFF

Semi-automatic

OFF

OFF

OFF

Automatic 2-steps

OFF

OFF

OFF

Automatic 4-steps

OFF

ON

OFF

Condominium operating mode

OFF

OFF

ON

Blackout

OFF

ON

ON

Pre-flashing

OFF

OFF

ON

Lightning in pause

OFF

OFF

ON

Photo test

OFF

ON

ON

Photocell 1

OFF

ON

OFF

Opening ram blow

OFF

OFF

OFF

Close after photo

OFF

ON

OFF

Force

Medium (3 out of 5 leds)

Value not altered with the "F1" or "F2" key

Pause time

OFF

80 sec.

60 sec.

Courtesy light

OFF

OFF

OFF

Deceleration in closing

Max

Max

Max

Deceleration in opening

Max

Min

Min

Obstacle detection

Medium (3 out of 5 leds)

Pedestrian opening

Min

Value not altered with the "F1" or "F2" key
Min

Min

 4&.*"650."5*$.0%&

5*$.0%&
 45&1"650."

In <4&.*"650."5*$ > mode automatic closure is not enabled and
all the commands must be given by the user using the radio control,
selectors and button panel.

In the <45&1"650."5*$ > mode automatic closure is enabled.
All the commands given by the user are step by step impulsive
commands and include stoppage functions, i.e., if the user gives a
command during the opening phase, the gate stops and another
command must be given to make it start again.
E.g. 1 – OPEN 2 – STOP 3 – CLOSE 4 – STOP
To view the status press the <-&'5,&:#0"3% > key and then
the <> key.
To activate press the <-&'5,&:#0"3% > Key .

To view the status press the <3*()5,&:#0"3%
> key and then
the <> key.
To activate press the <3*()5,&:#0"3%
> key.

 45&1"650."5*$.0%&
In the <45&1"650."5*$
> mode, automatic closure is enabled.
All the commands given by the user using the radio control, selectors
and button panel are commands devoid of stoppage and always in
movement, i.e., if during the opening phase the user gives a command,
the gate stops and starts again for closure.
E.g. 1 – OPEN 2 – CLOSE.
To view the status press the <3*()5,&:#0"3% > key and then
the <> key.
To activate press the <3*()5,&:#0"3% > key.
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5*/(.0%&
 $0/%0.*/*6.01&3"
In the <$0/%0.*/*6. 01&3" 5*/( > mode, automatic closure is
enabled. The only command that can be given is <01&/ >. All opening
operations after giving the <01&/ > command are completely
automatic with reference to the parameters set. Closure only takes
place by automatic re-closure.
To view status press the <-&'5,&:#0"3%key and then key
<>
To activate press the <-&'5,&:#0"3% > key.

(#


0/0''4&-&$5034

 -*()5*/(*/1"64&4&-&$503

ON/OFF selectors <#-"$,065 >, <13&'-"4)*/( >, <'-"4)*/(
%63*/( 1"64& >, <1)050 5&45 >, <1)050  >,<$-04&
1"44*/( >, <01&/*/(3".#-08
>.
All these functions are set as selectors. Having chosen the area of
the keyboard on which to operate, check the function to be set.
The settings entered in the function can be displayed in the following
way:
green led (6 or 7) lit: function set in <0/ > mode.
red led (8 or 9) lit: function set in <0'' > mode.
By pressing the <-&'5,&:#0"3%
> or <3*()5,&:#0"3%
the state of the ON/OFF selection is inverted.

To view the function press the <3*()5,&:#0"3%
<> key.

> key and then the

The leds (7 and 9) display the status in this way:
Green led (7) on: function set in <0/ > mode. The flashing light
flashes during the wait phase for automatic closure of the gate.
Red led (9) on: function set in the <0'' > mode. Function
deactivated.

> key

 #-"$,0654&-&$503

By pressing the <3*()5,&:#0"3%
ON selection is inverted

> function key, the status of OFF/

 1)0505&454&-&$503

The <#-"$,065 > selector has the function of automatically enabling
the first movement subsequent to the power being switched back on
after a power failure of any duration.
To define function press the <3*()5,&:#0"3%
<> key.

> key and then the

Leds (7 e 9) show the status in this way:
Green led (7) on: function set in <0/ > mode. When the power
supply returns in a mode that foresees automatic re-closure, it
waits the pause time set, performs pre-flashing and starts the
search for the closure limit switch at a slow speed.
Red led (9) on: function set in <0'' > mode. The first command
for the closure limit switch coincides with the first command given
by the user.
By pressing the <3*()5,&:#0"3%
inverted.

The <-*()5*/(*/1"64&
> selector has the function of enabling the
flashing light during the pause before the start of the automatic closure
cycle.

> key the OFF/ON selection is

The <1)0505&4 T> selector has the function of enabling the operation
test of the photocells applied to the installation when the gate is immobile
in the open and closed positions. This test can be performed
automatically by the control unit at the end of the opening or closure
cycle.
To view the function press the<-&'5,&:#0"3%
key.

> key and then the<>

The leds (6 and 8) display the status as follows:
green led (6) on: function set in <0/ > mode. Function enabled; the
control unit will perform the test when the gate is open and closed;
red led (8) on: function set in <0'' > mode. Function deactivated.
By pressing the <-&'5,&:#0"3%

> the ON/OFF selection is inverted.

The test is selective, it is only conducted on the selected photocells.
The applications can be: PHOTO; PHOTO and PHOTO 1; PHOTO,
PHOTO 1 and PHOTO 2.

 13&'-"4)*/(4&-&$503
The <13&'-"4)*/( > selector has the function of enabling a preflashing by the flashing light before the start of a closure or opening
cycle. In order to view the function press the <3*()5 ,&:#0"3%
>
key and then the <> key.
The indicator leds (6 and 8) display status in this way:
Green led (6) on: function set in <0/ > mode. After the command it
opens or closes for a few seconds, performs pre-flashing and then
gate opening or closure commences.
Red led (8) on: function set in <0'' > mode, that is the flashing
light only functions during opening or closure of the gate, without
performing pre-flashing.
By pressing the <-&'5,&:#0"3%
selection is inverted.

> key the status of the OFF/ON

In order to program the test of the photocells installed, having selected
the <1)0505&45 > function use the < > or <> keys. By pressing the
keys the leds on the top bar light (from 1 to 5):
led 1 lit: test enabled on PHOTO.
led 1 and 2 lit: test enabled on PHOTO and PHOTO 1.
led 1, 2 and 3 lit: test enabled on PHOTO, PHOTO 1 and PHOTO
2.
"55&/5*0/JUJTJNQPSUBOUUTFU
<1)0505&45DPSSFDUMZJOPSEFS
UPQSFWFOUUFTUJOHQIPUPDFMMTOPUQSFTFOUBOEUIFDIFDLEFUFDUJOH
UIFBCOPSNBMJUZ

 1)050 4&-&$503
The <1)050  > selector has the function of setting the internal
photocell during opening or closure phases.
To define the function press the <3*()5,&:#0"3%
the <> key.

> key and then

The leds (7 and9) display the status in this way:
green led (7) on: function set in <0/ > mode. If during the opening
or closure phase the internal photocell beam is interrupted, the
gate stops. Motion recommences in opening when the photocell
is disengaged.
red led (9) on: function set in <0'' > mode. It does not intervene
during opening, during closure it causes the inversion of the
gate’s movement to opening.
By pressing the <3*()5 ,&:#0"3%
selection is inverted.

> key the status of OFF/ON
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The <$-04&"'5&31)050
selector has the function of enabling
the automatic closure of the gate after the crossing of the external
photocell beam.

Progressive functions <'03$& >, <1"64& 5*.& >, <$0635&4:
-*()5 >, <%&$&-&3"5*0/ */ $-04*/( >, <%&$&-&3"5*0/ */
01&/*/( >, <0#45"$-& %&5&$5*0/ >, <1&%&453*"/
01&/*/( >.

To define the function press the <3*()5,&:#0"3%
the <> key.

> key and then

The leds (7 and 9) display the status as follows:
green led (7) on: function set in <0/ > mode. After the interruption
of the beam of the external photocell and a wait time of a few
seconds, the gate closes automatically. When the gate is open,
it memorises a closure command generated by the photocell.
red led (9) on: function set in <0'' > mode. Function deactivated.
By pressing the <3*()5 ,&:#0"3% > key the status of ON/OFF
selection is inverted.

 01&/*/(3".#-084&-&$503
The <01&/*/(3".#-08
selector has the function of enabling
an extra travel of the gate before opening in order to release the
electrolock.
To define the function press the <-&'5,&:#0"3% > key and then
the <> key.
The leds (6 and 8) display the status in the following way:
green led (6) on: function set in <0/ > mode. Having given the
opening command to the gate, anther travel is performed for a
set time.
red led (8) on: function set in <0'' > mode. Function deactivated.
By pressing the <-&'5 ,&:#0"3%
status is inverted.

> key the OFF/ON selection

The time set can be varied by using the < > or <> keys and the
value is shown on the bar of the 5 horizontal leds (from 1 to 5) (1 led
= minimum time; 5 led = maximum time).
When the function is enabled the upper green led (6) is on; when the
function is deactivated the lower red led (8) is deactivated.
5BCDPSSFTQPOEFODFCFUXFFOOVNCFSPGMFETMJUBOEUJNFTFU
-FE
7BMVF
No led lit
Function deactivated
led 1
Minimum opening ram blow time
led 1 and 2
led 1, 2 and 3
led 1, 2, 3 and 4
led 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
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Maximum opening ram blow time

All these functions can be programmed using the < > or <> keys
and the value is displayed on the horizontal led bar (from 1 to 5).
1 led = minimum value; 5 led = maximum value

 '03$&'6/$5*0/
The <'03$& > function enables the adjustment of the motor power
supply voltage and consequentially the thrust supplied to the motor.
Voltage adjustment is performed directly on the autotransformer
using the slider selector fitted (fig. 45).
Move it towards lower values on the scale to reduce the torque.
Move it towards higher values to increase the torque
It is possible to further intervene on the adjustment of the force
for the stretches performed at slow speed by using the keyboard
as described below.
a) To set the value press the key (A) <-&'5,&:#0"3%
> and
then the <> key.
b) Use the < > or <> keys to adjust the value by referring to the
indication shown by the lighting of the leds (from 1 to 5).
5BCDPSSFTQPOEFODFCFUXFFOOVNCFSPGMFETMJUBOEPQFSBUPS
GPSDFJOEFDFMFSBUJPO
-FE
7BMVF
No led lit
Minimum
led 1
led 1 and 2
led 1, 2 and 3
led 1, 2, 3 and 4
led 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

Maximum

(#
 1 "64&5*.&'6/$5*0/
This function enables the user to adjust the pause time between the
stop in a totally open position and automatic closure.
To set the value press the <-&'5,&:#0"3% > key and then the
<> key.
Use the < > or <> key to regulate the value referring to the
indication displayed by the lighting of the horizontal leds. The
minimum value is of 20 seconds.
When the function is enabled the upper green <0/ > (6) led is lit;
when the function is deactivated, the lower red led <0'' > (8) led
is lit (8).
5BCDPSSFTQPOEFODFCFUXFFOUIFOVNCFSPGMFETMJUBOEUIF
QBVTFUJNF
-FE
7BMVF
No led lit
Function deactivated
led 1
20 s
led 1 and 2
40 s
led 1, 2 and 3
60 s
led 1, 2, 3 and 4
80 s
led 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

100 s

 $0635&4:-*()5'6/$5*0/
This function enables the User to adjust the duration of the time that
the courtesy light switches on for.
To set the value press the <3*()5,&:#0"3% > key and then
the <> key.
Use the < > or <> key to adjust the value referring to the indication
displayed by the switching on of the horizontal leds (from 1 to 5).
When the function is activated, the upper green <0/ > (7) led is
lit, when the function is deactivated the lower red <0'' > (9) led
is lit.
5BCDPSSFTQPOEFODFCFUXFFOUIFOVNCFSPGMFETMJUBOEMJHIU
UJNF
-FE
7BMVF
No led lit
Function deactivated
led 1
20 s
led 1 and 2
40 s
led 1, 2 and 3
60 s
led 1, 2, 3 and 4
80 s
led 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
100 s

 %&$&-&3"5*0/*/$-04*/('6/$5*0/
This function enables the user to adjust the duration of the stretch
travelled by the gate at reduced speed as it approaches closure.
To set the value press the <-&'5,&:#0"3% and then the <>
key.
Use the < > or <> keys to adjust the value referring to the
indication displayed by the switching on of the horizontal leds (from
1 to 5).
The maximum value (five leds on) corresponds to 20% of the
effective travel, each level reduces the maximum value by 4%.
It is possible to exclude this function, by pressing the <-> key until
all five leds switch off.
When the function is activated, the upper green <0/ > (6) led is
lit, when the function is deactivated the lower red <0'' > led (8) is
lit.
5BCDPSSFTQPOEFODFCFUXFFOUIFOVNCFSPGMFETMJUBOEUIF
EFDFMFSBUJPOBQQSPBDIJOHDMPTVSF
-FE
7BMVF
No led lit
Function deactivated
led 1
4 % of travel
led 1 and 2
8 % of travel
led 1, 2 and 3
12 % of travel
led 1, 2, 3 and 4
16 % of travel
led 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
20 % of travel

 %&$&-&3"5*0/*/01&/*/('6/$5*0/
This function enables the user to adjust the duration of the stretch
travelled by the gate at reduced speed during opening.
To set the value press the <3*()5 ,&:#0"3% and then the
<> key.
Use the < > or <> keys to adjust the value referring to the
indication displayed by the switching on of the horizontal leds (from
1 to 5).
The maximum value (five leds on) corresponds to 20% of the
effective travel, each level reduces the maximum value by 4%.
It is possible to exclude this function, by pressing the <> key until
all five leds switch off.
When the function is activated, the upper green <0/ > (6) led is
lit, when the function is deactivated the lower red <0'' > led (8) is
lit.
5BCDPSSFTQPOEFODFCFUXFFOUIFOVNCFSPGMFETMJUBOEUIF
EFDFMFSBUJPOJOPQFOJOH
-FE
7BMVF
No led lit
Function deactivated
led 1
4 % of travel
led
led
led
led

1 and 2
1, 2 and 3
1, 2, 3 and 4
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

8 % of travel
12 % of travel
16 % of travel
20 % of travel
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This function enables the user to vary the sped at which it causes
stoppage for obstacles during operation. The value is calculated
according to the measurements made during the self-identification of
the travels and speeds.
To set the value press the <-&'5,&:#0"3% > key and then the
<> key.
Use the < > or <> keys to regulate the value referring to the
indication displayed by the switching on of the horizontal leds (from
1 to 5)
The value set is a percentage in reference to the values read with
self-identification.
If during opening the obstacle detection device intervenes, the
gate stops; if the intervention takes place during the closure phase
the gate stops and reopens. In either case during obstacle
detection the entire bar of horizontal leds (from 1 to 5) is temporarily
activated at the time of detection

 1&%&453*"/01&/*/('6/$5*0/
This function allows the user to adjust the length of the stretch of
minimum opening for pedestrian access.
To set the value press the <3*()5,&:#0"3% > key and then
the < > key.
Use the < > or <> key to adjust the value referring to the indication
displayed by the switching on of the horizontal leds (from 1 to 5).
The value set is a percentage of an opening travel of the gate.
When the function is activated the upper green <0/ > (7) led is
lit; when the function is deactivated the lower red <0'' > led (9) is
lit.



'64&4

 '30/5"-'64&
The frontal fuse (fig. 41) is the fuse on the primary 230 Volt power
supply that protects the autotransformer, the external light circuits
and the motor from overloading.
Technical characteristics: miniature fuse 5x20 T3.15A IEC 60127 or
EN 60127 certified.

 $"3%'64&4
Two internal fuses have been applied to the card: the first protects the
electronic card power supply and the second protects the auxiliaries,
i.e. the photocells, electro-lock, indicator light and other devices that
the fitter may have powered with this line, within the relevant limits.
/#VTFSTBSFOPUBVUIPSJTFEUPUBNQFSXJUIUIFDBSEGVTFT

5BCDPSSFTQPOEFODFCFUXFFOUIFOVNCFSPGMFETMJUBOEUIF
PQFOJOHXJEUI
-FE
7BMVF
No led lit
Function deactivated
led 1
20 % of travel
led 1 and 2
40 % of travel
led 1, 2 and 3
60 % of travel
led 1, 2, 3 and 4
80 % of travel
led 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

100 % of travel

'JH
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3&1-"$*/(5)&'30/5"-'64&

This chapter lists the problems most commonly encountered and the
solutions for eliminating them. In certain cases it is expressly intended
that the operations be performed by a professional installer: it is
essential to respect such indications to avoid exposure to serious
risks.

If the power supply is switched on and the automation nevertheless
does not work, it is necessary to check the frontal fuse of the control
unit. This operation must be performed by a PROFESSIONAL FITTER.
Before replacing the fuse, it is essential to understand the reasons for
the interruption: only then can a new fuse be introduced into the fuse
clip.



a) Switch off the power supply.
b)Remove the clamping screws and the operator cover (1 fig. 26).
c) Press and simultaneously rotate the fuse clip plug towards the left
(fig. 41).
d) Remove the fuse and replace it with a new one.
e) Place the plug on the fuse and fix it by pressing and rotating towards
the right.

."-'6/$5*0/4 */%*$"5&% #: 5)&
$0/530-6/*5

The malfunctions detected by the control unit are indicated by the
switching on of the five display leds (from 1 to 5 fig. 42) according to
given combinations.
The control unit also signals to the exterior the presence of
malfunctions by means of the flashing light: three flashes followed by
a pause, when the motor is in movement.

5IFGVTFNVTUCFPGUIFTBNFUZQFBOEIBWFUIFTBNFUFDIOJDBM
DIBSBDUFSJTUJDTBTUIBUQSFTDSJCFEJOUIF'30/5"-'64&DIBQUFS
*UNVTUCF*&$PS&/DFSUJmFE

5BCNBMGVODUJPOTEFUFDUFECZUIFDPOUSPMVOJU
.BMGVODUJPO

4JHOBM
MFETMJU

Closure limit
switch

2

Opening limit
switch

1-2

Encoder

Obstacle

Photocells

Individual fault

1-3-5

%FTDSJQUJPO
The s ys te m re c e i ve s the
opening/closure limit switch signal
in a moment that is not within the
expected interval, or is in advance,
or it does not receive it

1-2-3

1PTTJCMFSFNFEZ

Try to perform a travel(slowed
The c he ck i nte rve ne s by blo cki ng the
m o ve me nt a nd p e r s i s t e n t
automation and passing it to an dead man
command) for a complete return
function (commands without self-hold) and
cycle. Call Assistance Service if
at a reduced speed.
the problem persists.

The encoder continues to count
Try to give further commands.
and therefore to emit a signal even The c he ck i nte rve ne s by blo cki ng the
Call Assistance Service if the
when the system expects the motor automation.
problem persists.
to be switched off.

The s ys te m ha s d e te c te d the
presence of an obstacle in its travel
1-2-3-4d u e t o t he o b s e r va t i o n o f a
5
reduction in speed compared to
that expected.

4-5

0QFSBUJP

The check intervenes during closure, thus
inverting motion and opening and when it
reaches the end of the travel it awaits a new
signal (even in condominium operating
mode function ); if the system is opening it
intervenes by inverting motion for a short
stretch (3/4 cm) and then stops and awaits
further commands.

/05& the adjustment of the
sensi tivity to the obstacle i s
described in the ADVANCED
A DJUS TMENTS A ND
SETTINGS chapter.

Check the phototest setting and
The p ho to te s ts (A D VA NC E D
try to give a further command to
ADJUSTMENT AND SETTINGS The check intervenes by maintaining the
perform the phototest again.
chapter) detect a malfunction of the system in stoppage conditions.
Call Assistance Service if the
photocells.
problem persists.
/PUF JO UIJT TJUVBUJPO UIF
This category includes va ri ous The check intervenes by placing the system
B V U P N B U J P O S F R V J S F T
situations of incorrect and unsafe in the operating condition using persistent
S F M F B T J O H  D B M M U I F
operation
commands and reduced speeds.
"TTJTUBODFTFSWJDF

/PUFJGQSPCMFNTQFSTJTUJUJTBCTPMVUFMZOFDFTTBSZUPDBMMUIF"TTJTUBODF4FSWJDF
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%&4$3*;*0/&

1

1AM0120000

PLUS PLA01

2

1AM0190000

PLUS PLA02

3

1AM0200000

PLUS PLA1

4

1AM0050001

PLUS PLA15

5

1AM0210000

PLUS PLA20

6

1AM0080001

PLUS PLB1

7

1AM0220000

PLUS PLB2

8

1AM0070001

PLUS PLB3

9

1AM0320000

PLUS PLB3 - FAST

10

1AM0060001

PLUS PLB4

11

1AM0410000

PLUS PLB4 - FAST

12

1AM0230000

PLUS PLB5

13

1AM0240000

PLUS PLS5

14

1AM0250000

PLUS PLS10

15

1AM0260000

PLUS PLS20

(#


."/6'"$563&34%&$-"3"5*0/0'
$&$0/'03.*5:
%FDMBSBUJPOPG

DPOGPSNJUZ
under Directive 98/37/EC, appendix II, part B (Manufacturer’s
Declaration of CE Conformity).

-*'&IPNFJOUFHSBUJPO
7JBTBOESP1FSUJOJ
$0--&6.#&350 57 o*UBMJB
declares that the following product:
1-1-1--1-TBUJTmFTUIFFTTFOUJBMSFRVJTJUFTFTUBCMJTIFEJOUIF
GPMMPXJOHEJSFDUJWFT
Machinery Directive 98/37/EC (ex 89/392/EEC) and subsequent
amendments,
Low voltage directive 73/23/EEC and subsequent amendments,
Electromagnetic compatibility directive 89/336/EEC and
subsequent amendments,
Radio and telecommunications equipment directive 1999/5/EC and
subsequent amendments.
BOETBUJTmFTUIFGPMMPXJOHTUBOEBSET
EN 12445:2000

Industrial, commercial and garage
doors and gates – Safety in the usage
of motorised doors – testing methods.
EN 12453:2000
Industrial, commercial and garage
doors and gates – Safety in the usage
of motorised doors - Requisites.
EN 60204-1:1997
Machinery safety – Electric equipment
of the machine – Part 1: general rules.
EN 60950
Information technology equipment Safety - Part 1: General requisites.
ETSI EN 301489-3:2001 Electromagnetic compatibility for radio
equipment and appliances.
EN 300220-3:2000 Radio equipment and systems – short band
devices – Technical characteristics
and testing methods for radio
apparatus with a frequency of 25 to
1000 MHz and powers of up to
500mW.

*/4536$5*0/4"/%*/%*$"5*0/4'0364&
"/%."*/5&/"/$&
Congratulations for having purchased a new -*'&IPNFJOUFHSBUJPO
product. The ACER operator is the product of -JGFIPNFJOUFHSBUJPOT
ongoing research and experimentation; it represents the highest
possible level of reliability, safety and performance.

4"'&5:*/4536$5*0/4"/%8"3/*/(4
*/%*$"5*0/4"/%8"3/*/(4'0364&
*UJTUIFmUUFSTEVUZUPQFSGPSNSJTLBOBMZTJTBOEJOGPSNUIF
VTFSPXOFS PG BOZ FYJTUJOH SFTJEVBM SJTLT"OZ SFTJEVBM SJTL
EFUFDUFENVTUCFSFDPSEFEJOXSJUJOHJOUIJTNBOVBM
5IF GPMMPXJOH SFTJEVBM SJTLT BSF VTVBMMZ QSFTFOU JO NPWJOH
HBUFTJNQBDUBOEDSVTIJOHBHBJOTUUIFNBJODMPTVSFTVSGBDF
JNQBDUBOEDSVTIJOHJOUIFPQFOJOHBSFBTIFBSJOHCFUXFFO
TMJEJOH MFBG BOE mYFE QBSU PG UIF USBDL BOE TVQQPSU EVSJOH
NPWFNFOUNFDIBOJDBMSJTLTDBVTFECZNPWFNFOU
5IF .BOVGBDUVSFS XJMM OPU BDDFQU SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ GPS EBNBHF
PSJOKVSZDBVTFECZUIFOPOPCTFSWBODFPGUIFJOGPSNBUJPOPO
VTFDPOUBJOFEJOUIJTNBOVBM BOEUIFGBJMVSFUPPCTFSWFUIF
TBGFUZJOEJDBUJPOTHJWFOCFMPX
5IF .BOVGBDUVSFS EFDMJOFT SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ GPS EBNBHF BOE
NBMGVODUJPOTDBVTFECZOPODPNQMJBODFXJUIUIFJOTUSVDUJPOT
GPSVTF
,FFQUIJTNBOVBMJOBTBGF FBTJMZBDDFTTJCMFQMBDF TPUIBUJU
DBOCFDPOTVMUFESBQJEMZXIFOOFDFTTBSZ
Never touch the gate or moving parts when they are in motion.
Remain at a safe distance when the gate is in motion: only pass
when the gate is completely open and immobile.
Prevent children from playing or standing in the vicinity of the
gate or the control organs (radio control), the same precautions
should be adopted for disabled persons and animals.
In the event of malfunctions (noisiness, jerky movements, etc.)
suspend the use of the automation immediately: failure to observe
this rule may entail serious hazards, risks of accidents and/or
serious damage to the gate and the automation. Contact a
PROFESSIONAL FITTER and in the meantime use the gate
manually by disconnecting the operator (see the OPERATOR
RELEASE chapter).
In order to maintain the operator in efficient conditions, ensure
that the operations indicated in the MAINTENANCE chapter are
performed at the frequency indicated by a PROFESSIONAL
FITTER.
Should liquids penetrate inside the operator, disconnect the power
supply immediately and contact the Manufacturer’s Assistance
Service; the use of the operator in such conditions may cause
hazard situations.
If a problem arises that cannot be resolved using the information
contained in this manual, contact the Manufacturer’s assistance
service.

5IF .BOVGBDUVSFS BMTP EFDMBSFT UIBU JU JT OPU QFSNJUUFE GPS UIF
BCPWFNFOUJPOFEDPNQPOFOUTUPCFVTFEVOUJMTVDIUJNFBTUIF
TZTUFN JO XIJDI UIFZ BSF JODPSQPSBUFE JT EFDMBSFE DPOGPSN UP
EJSFDUJWF &$

Name of Signor:

MICHELE RUI

Position:

PRESIDENT

Signature:
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"650."5*0/."-'6/$5*0/

In order to open the gate, activate the opening command using the
radio control or key selector.

The automation indicates malfunctions externally through the flashing
light (three flashes followed by a pause); the user may attempt to
resolve minor problems in the following way:
a)
pressing and holding the movement command (key of the radio
control or selector);
b)
if the gate moves at a reduced speed, perform a number of
opening and closing cycles by pressing and holding the command
key;
c)
close the gate and switch off and then on again the power supply.

The operating modes available are as follows:
a)
DEAD MAN MODE: all commands must be kept enabled at the
end of the movement requested; this mode is usually used only
in the event of automation malfunctions.
b)
AUTOMATIC, which has four sub-modes:
1. SEMI-AUTOMATIC mode: automatic closure is not enabled
and all the commands must be given by radio control,
selectors and button panel.
2. 2-STEP AUTOMATIC mode: automatic closure is enabled;
all the commands given by the user are only for movement
and have no stop, that is, if during the opening phase the
user gives a command, the gate stops and starts again for
closure.
3. 4-STEP AUTOMATIC mode: automatic closure is enabled;
all the commands given by the user are step – by – step and
also include the stop function, i.e. if during the opening phase
the user gives a command, the gate stops and another
command must be given for it to start again.
4. CONDOMINIUM OPERATING MODE: automatic closure is
enabled and it is possible to give the opening command only;
all subsequent operations are completely automatic and
based on the parameters set. Closure is automatic.
"55&/5*0/ JU JT GPSCJEEFO GPS VTFST UP NPEJGZ UIF QBSBNFUFST
TFUPOUIFDPOUSPMVOJU5IJTPQFSBUJPONVTUCFQFSGPSNFECZB
130'&44*0/"-'*55&3

"55&/5*0/JGUIFQSPCMFNQFSTJTUTPSPDDVSTGSFRVFOUMZ DPOUBDU
UIFBTTJTUBODFTFSWJDF
In this case switch off the operator’s electricity supply, do not attempt
“amateur” repairs and only use the gate in manual mode, having
released the operator (chap. OPERATOR RELEASE).

01&3"5033&-&"4&
This control is used in the event of blackouts or system malfunctions,
to release the operator’s transmission and allow manual movement
of the gate.
The release function is controlled by a key that activates a mechanic
device that releases the transmission.
The release key must be kept in a safe place.

'6/$5*0/44&50/5)&3"%*0$0/530- mH

a)
b)

The fitter must fill in the following table according to the settings
performed on the control unit:

c)

,FZ
Key T1
Key T2
Key T3

d)

'VODUJPO

Key T4

e)

'6/$5*0/44&50/5)&,&:4&-&$503
The installer must fill in the table below according to the settings
performed on the control unit:
"DUJPO
Turn to right
Turn to left

'VODUJPO

Slide the lock cover sideways (fig.22).
Introduce the key into the lock (fig. 23) and rotate through 90° to
the left; the release hatch is now free.
Pull the key slightly outwards so that the hatch protrudes, then
use the fingers to pull the hatch outwards to open completely
(fig. 24). In this way, the hatch, which is fitted with a cam,
disconnects the transmission by means of a pin.
The gate is now free and can be manoeuvred manually. A
microswitch mounted on the locking device prevents the motor
from functioning if the power supply is switched back on
unexpectedly.
To reconnect the transmission proceed in the opposite direction
and move the gate manually until it connects

"55&/5*0/JOPSEFSUPQSFWFOUCSFBLJOHUIFLFZJOUIFMPDL EP
OPUBQQMZFYDFTTJWFGPSDF
"55&/5*0/ BDUJWBUJOH UIF NBOVBM SFMFBTF NBZ DBVTF
VODPOUSPMMFENPWFNFOUPGUIFHBUFEVFUPEBNBHFPSNFDIBOJDBM
VOCBMBODF
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Flashing light functions
The flashing light is a safety device used to indicate at a distance that
the gate is in motion. The signals given by the flashing lamp are not
always the same and depend on the movement (opening or closure)
that the gate is performing.
The flashing light is also used by the automation’s control unit to
indicate malfunctions. In this case the light signals emitted from the
flashing light are different from those that are emitted normally.
The
1.
2.
3.

flashing light has three flashing modes:
slow for the gate opening phase;
fast (flashes twice as fast) for the closure phase;
particular flashing characterised by three flashes followed by a
pause to indicate a malfunction.
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"DUJWBUJOHUIFNBOVBMSFMFBTFPGHFBSNPUPS
UIFEPPSDPVMEDBVTFBOVODPOUSPMMBCMF
NPWFNFOUPGUIFVQBOEPWFSEPPSEVFPG
NFDIBOJDBMNBMGVODUJPOTPSJODPSSFDU
CBMBODJOH

#FGPSFEPJOHUIJTPQFSBUJPODVUPõFOFSHZ
TVQQMZPGJOTUBMMBUJPO
5IJTPQFSBUJPOJTOPSNBMMZVTFEXIFOFOFSHZ
TVQQMZJTDVUPõPSJODBTFPGNBMGVODUJPOPGUIF
JOTUBMMBUJPO GPSVOMPDLJOHHFBSNPUPSUSBOTNJTTJPO
BOEQFSNJUNBOVBMPQFOJOHPGUIFEPPS
E 3PUBUFDPVOUFSDMPDLXJTFVOMPDLJOHIBOEMF
UJMMUIFFOE mH 
F
/PXEPPSJTSFMFBTFEBOEDPVMECFPQFOFE
NBOVBMMZ
G
'PSSFBDUJWBUFUSBOTNJTTJPOEPUIFPQQPTJUF
BOENPWFNBOVBMMZUIFEPPSVOMFTTZPV
IFBSMPDLJOHDMJDL
"DDFTTPSJFTTVDIBT1-4#" 1-4#$BOE"4&$
BSFBWBJMBCMF UIFTFQFSNJUTUPVOMPDLJOHFJUIFS
GSPNUIFJOUFSOBMBTXFMMBTFYUFSOBMTJEFPGUIF
EPPSVTJOHSJHJESPE SFNPWBCMFLFZSBUDIFUBOE
NFUBMXJSF
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"55&/5*0/
/FWFS XBTI UIF PQFSBUPS VTJOH XBUFS TQSBZT PS XBTIJOH
EFWJDFT
%POPUVTFDPSSPTJWFTVCTUBODFT TPMWFOUT UIJOOFSTPSTQJSJU
UPDMFBOUIFPQFSBUPS
4XJUDI Põ UIF FMFDUSJDJUZ TVQQMZ UP UIF PQFSBUPS CFGPSF
DMFBOJOH
a) Automations are almost always installed outdoors and
therefore they are subject to climatic variations and exposed
to the elements, which transport debris that may cause
problems.
b) The entire area in which the automation is installed must be
kept clean to avoid malfunctions and/or faults.
c) Keep the track on which the gate runs clean by sweeping
stones, gravel, and mud off using a broom.
d) Clear the area in which the operator is installed to prevent
stones, gravel, mud, dry leaves, pine needles etc. from
accumulating around the pinion, thus causing damage to the
pinion, rack, limit switch and operator.

0ODFUIFBVUPNBUJPOIBTCFFOUFTUFE UIFQBSBNFUFSTTFUNVTU
OPUCFBMUFSFE*GGVSUIFSBEKVTUNFOUT FHBMUFSBUJPOTUPUIF
WPMUBHF WBMVF  BSF NBEF  BMM UIF DIFDLT SFRVJSFE GPS UFTUJOH
BOEDPNQMJBODFXJUITUBOEBSETNVTUCFSFQFBUFE
5IF.BOVGBDUVSFSEFDMJOFTSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSEBNBHFPSJOKVSZ
DBVTFECZOPODPNQMJBODFXJUIUIFJOGPSNBUJPOQSPWJEFEJO
UIJTNBOVBMBOEUIFTBGFUZJOTUSVDUJPOTQSPWJEFECFMPX
5IF.BOVGBDUVSFSEFDMJOFTBMMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSEBNBHFBOE
NBMGVODUJPOT EFSJWJOH GSPN OPODPNQMJBODF XJUI UIF
NBJOUFOBODFJOTUSVDUJPOT
*O PSEFS UP LFFQ UIF PQFSBUPS FöDJFOU BOE TBGF  GPMMPX UIF
DMFBOJOH DIFDLJOHBOESPVUJOFNBJOUFOBODFQSPDFEVSFTBT
EFTDSJCFEJOUIJTNBOVBM5IJTJTUIFPXOFSTEVUZ
"OZDIFDLJOH NBJOUFOBODFPSSFQBJSXPSLNVTUCFDPOEVDUFE
CZB130'&44*0/"-'*55&3
"MXBZT TXJUDI PG UIF FMFDUSJDJUZ TVQQMZ JO UIF FWFOU PG
NBMGVODUJPOT CSFBLEPXOTBOECFGPSFBOZPUIFSPQFSBUJPOT
JOPSEFSUPBWPJEUIFHBUFGSPNCFJOHBDUJWBUFE
5IFPXOFSJTOPUBVUIPSJTFEUPSFNPWFUIFPQFSBUPSMJEBTJU
DPOUBJOTMJWFQBSUT
*G UIF QPXFS DBCMF JT EBNBHFE  JU NVTU CF SFQMBDFE CZ UIF
.BOVGBDUVSFSPSJUTUFDIOJDBM"TTJTUBODFTFSWJDFPSJOBOZDBTF
BQFSTPOXJUIBTJNJMBSRVBMJmDBUJPOJOPSEFSUPBWPJESJTLT
The owner is NOT authorised to use the programming keyboard.
Use original pare parts, accessories and clamping material only.
Do not perform technical or programming modifications on the
operator. Operations of this type may cause malfunctions and/or
risk of accidents. The Manufacturer declines responsibility for
damage deriving from modified products.
In the event of intervention of automatic or fuse switches, before
restoring function conditions identify and eliminate the fault.
Request the intervention of a PROFESSIONAL FITTER.
If a fault that cannot be solved following the information contained
in the present manual, contact the manufacturer’s assistance
service.
All maintenance, repair or replacement of parts must be recorded
in the maintenance log, which is SUPPLIED AND INITIALLY
FILLED IN BY THE FITTER.
Inspect the installation frequently to ensure that there are no signs
of mechanical unbalance, wear or damage to the wires and
assembled parts: no not use the automation until any necessary
repairs or adjustments have been made.
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Every six months contact a PROFESSIONAL FITTER to perform the
following operations.
A series of opening and closing checks using radio controls and
selectors, using all the system’s components (photocells, flashing
light, etc.). Ensure that the operator performs the desired action.
Grease the operator’s nut-screw-bushing unit and the gate hinges.
Repeat the series of tests envisaged for operator testing (see
INSTALLATION MANUAL – Testing and first run chapter.

%&.0-*5*0/"/%%*4104"ACER operators are constituted by various materials, which implicates
different disposal modes. Materials such as aluminium, plastic, electric
cables, etc., can be recycled; batteries, electronic cards, etc. must be
disposed of.
"55&/5*0/
5IF EJTQPTBM PG CBUUFSJFT  DBSET BOE FMFDUSJD BOE FMFDUSPOJD
DPNQPOFOUT NVTU DPNQMZ XJUI MFHJTMBUJPO BOE MPDBM
SFHVMBUJPOTPOUPYJD IBSNGVMBOEQPMMVUJOHTVCTUBODFT
 %JTDPOOFDUJPO GSPN UIF NBJO TVQQMZ NVTU BMXBZT CF
QFSGPSNFECZBRVBMJmFEFMFDUSJDJBOVTJOHTVJUBCMFFRVJQNFOU
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The fitter must take the relevant action to point out and notify by means
of signs applied to the points of potential risk on the automation and/
or written indications to be handed over and explained to the owner of
the gate, or responsible party, concerning any risks existing and
foreseeable improper use of the automation
The indications to be given must be obtained from the Risk Analysis
for the Technical File.

5ZQFPGSJTL

Fitter’s signature

__________________________

1PTJUJPOPOPQFSBUPS

.FBTVSFTUPCFBEPQUFEGPSSFEVDJOH
SFTJEVBMSJTLT

Owner/user’s signature

__________________________________
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